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CHAPTER 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

rr\

This report is-based upon two sur7v4s completed during the 1982-83 academic

year to develop background information for the April, 1983, Town Hall bn Post-
.

secondary Education organized by the Arizona Academy (Richardson, Wolf, and

Kimball, 1983). The first survey asked all Arizona legislators, the members of

the Board of Regents, a random sample of,registered voters, a random sample of,

members of the Arizona Academy, senior administrators and a random.sample of

faculty from the three Arizona public universities to assign priorities to the

activities carried out by these three universities and to indicate-how well

they believed these activities were being performed. The,second survey, a

modified version of the first, asked a random sample of students at the three

universities to also assign priorities and evaluate performance.

In addition to furnishing information for the Town Hall, the study involved

an effort to answer several questions:

1. Can an operational definition of the missions of Arizona universities

be developed by analyzihg the actiyitieS'in which they engage?

2. What are the differences and similarities among-registered voters,

legislators, members ofjhe Arizona Academy, members of the Board of



Regents. administrators and faculty in term Of the,prioritin they ,

assign to the major missions of Arizona universities?

I

a

3. Which of the activities carried out by A0zonadunlversitips are

regiveded is fast important by, they groups identified in 2, above, and by

'students who attend the three universities? Which are considered least'
.-.,

eimportonf?

I
4. For which of the activities do the greatest differences exist between

perceptions of importance and assessments of how well theylare being

carried out? To what extent are these perceptions Of discrepancy be-

tween importhnce and performance common to all groups? To what extent

are these specific priorities for improvement associated uniquely with

a single group?

This chapter provides an overview of selected findinfrom the surveys.

Chapters 2 - 5 provide a more detailed look at survey results. The appendix

describes the development and administration of the surveys, selection of

respondents, response rates and procedures for analysis. The appendix also

includes a copy of the first'sur'vey instrument and sample pages from the'second

survey,.as- well as more detailed information about responses.

The results presented in this report represent one of a number of different

ways the data might have been analyzed and presented. We have chosen to focus

on the total Arizona university system rather than individual institutions.

Doctoral dissertatiojns currently in'progress by several of the coauthors of

this monoraph will provide a more complete anaylsis includ104*saggregated

data by institution and by the demographics of respondentSk'

2 11



Results

the results of our analysis of the survey responses are summarized in the

order in which they are discussed in the monograph. In addition,, the anal

chapter contains a more comprehensive summary of the'survey results.

Missions and Priorities

An analysis of all responses to the 66 activities, included in the first

survey produced ten recognizable mission categories, each represented by at

least two activities and in combination accounting for all but 11 of the act

vities. These missions'in order of the priority assigned to them by all.

responding groups were:

1. Teaching Programs and Servies

2. Educational and Cultural.Services'

'3. Research and Technical Assistance

4. Health Care for Teaching and Research'

5. Improving Quality

6. .Student Support Services

7. 'Broadening Access

8. Optimizing Revenues

9. Special Emphasis on Women and Minorities

10: Intercollegiate Athletics 4

Within the Arizona system,,there was atleast some overall support for each

of th4Kmissions but not, ll groups assigned the same priohties among the ten



missions.

-;?

tance of theJirst'Oree Missj.ons, there were subSiantiVeAlfferences of

,

'While thef.e was general agreement amonQ all groups about the.impor-
,

opinion, in. of-the remaining areas.

_

I. Regents'Assigned a much higher prioi.itytpffirMative action involving

women and minorities than did any other groups... Eternal groUps with -

tut exception assigned this mission their lowest Priority.

External groups in general and 19gislators in particular assigned a

much higher priority to activities designed to optimize"revenues from

other than tax sources than did regents' or internal gro

Faculty and administrators'gave a substantially higher, priority to

activities related to improving quality than did regents who assigned

this mission their second lowest priority.

4. Registered voters were more interested in broadening access to univer-

sity services than were legislators. For this mission category, all

other groups seemed to occupy a middle ground.

5. All groups except regents assigned to intercollegiate athletics ,their

lowest or next to lowest priority. Regents ranked this category ahead

of improving quality and optimizing revenues.

Most and Least. Important Activities

After the ten missions were identified, responses to individual activities

4 13



were analyzed to identify the most and least important activities for each
- ,

group.:

,While.the student survey .included 1; activities.not common to the first

,

.survey as well as.modifications to 8 other statements, it was pbssible to cam-
t

pare their responses on many-activtties to those from the other groups. The

responses from voters, legislators and academy members were aggregated into a

single external group. Similarly, administratorsand faculty were merged into

a single internal group. (Their disaggregated responses are-available in the
\

O

appendix.) This grouping-simplified the identification of the most nand leas

important activities for'each.respOndent group.

. rofessional programs are an extremely high priority for all groups.

Programs in arts and sciences have a much Lower priority for everyone

except internal groups. The difference in the priorities/of the

Regents and the faculty and administrators, as distincyfrom the ex-

,

ternal groups, is even more marked in terms of the relative Value they

assigned to requiring arts and science courses in/all degree programs.
O

2. While'the mission having to do with providing educational and cultural
.

Services ranked second in overall priority, none of the activities

associated with'this mission ranked:, in t, e top ten activities for any

group. Instead,, activities related to leaching and research predomi-

nated in the most important activities. External groups attached much
1

higher priority to technical assistance to apply research results than

did internal groups.

14



3. Special efforts to recruit women' and minority faculty produCed the

greate con rast, with such activities among the top ten priori-

ties

.
. ,

for regents and the:bOttom:fifteen fci. *externals.

In'general, there was.fliore* agreement on the least important actiVities

than on the host important. With the exception of activities elated

to affirmative action, only leasing facilities for profit, incr asing

tuition for out-of-state students and developing new programs in veter-

inary medicine, dentistry and opthalmology ranked in the top half of

priorities for at least one group and the bottom ten for another.

. While this'summary has stressed differences, agreenient about relative

priorities was the rule; significant differences were fairly limited.

Discrepancies. Between Priorities and Accomplishment

Beyond assig g priorities to activities, respondents were asked to indi-

cate how well an activity was being performed. For each activity, there were

three possible conclusions for each respondent:

'-*

. 1. An activity was being performed less well than its assigned, importance.

. An activity was being performed at the same lev 1 as its assigned

importance.

3. An : activity was being performed at a higher level than its assigned

Amportante.



P .
.

Efficiency considerations in a system with constrained resources su6gest,

that_A eWvity should be Performed at no higher 'level than its assigned im-
,

Portance
47

'unless all activities of greater importance are also being performed
4

at least as well as their importanCe merits. we found relatively few ac t10-

ties that any *group thought,were being performed better than their assigned

importance. In contrast,-there were manractivities that one or more groups

identified as needing substantial improvement:'
4

I. There 'was a high degree of consensus about the importance, of and need.

for improvement n counseling for drug and alcohol abuse, special as-

.sistance for the handicapped, academic advising, use of computers in

the-undergraduate curriculum, and research opportunities for, training

students and updating faculty.

4 r

2. There.was less consensus about the importance, but considerable agree-r.

ment,on the need to improve, the recruitment ofeecognized scholars and

outstanding students,,research,opportunities in general and5ontinuing

education for the professions.

3. There were also priorities'unique to three of the four groups: exter-

' nals, increasing out-of-state tuition; regents, affirmative action and

broadening access; students, 4mproving student services and teaching.



CHAPTER 2..,

4:

AND ASSIGOO'PRIORITI6

o One major purpose of the.stludy reported in this monograph wag:to define

missions of Ariio0 'universitie64based on the activities in which'they endegtt

It was reasoned* that suCh a definition would be more useful to state policy

makers than the more general,categories of teaching, research and `s rvice corn

monly used to categorize'the fundtions of a university. Prlior to d

the survey, used to definessiOns in this study the Institutio al Goal,s

Inventory developed by Peterson and Uhl(1973) was examined by u iversity

administratoi.s and' determlned not to be,useful to the-types of i sues -facing,

administrators, board membe and legislators in grizona. As fin alternative,

/
admihistrators, aid board members' cohtributed to the development of a set of

activities which they believed were representative of the range of missiOns-as-

signedto Arizona uriiversitieS. Students were not involved in the developmeht
A

of the, original survey.

lopin g

.

The process used in ,creating mission definitions involved.factor analyzing

responses to the relative importance of activities included in the survey.,

Factor analysis is a statistical techhique that examines intereorrelations

among responses and then groups items according to their'commonalities.
. ,

process assumes that if activ'ities are closely related, people should follow a

pattern in evaluating,theirimportance. Since the activity statements W4re
. ,

-k.

randomly ordered iri.the survey instrument, the patterns among-items that

emerged from factor analysis provide `a ee/as to how university mission*is



defined ttleAinds of a 'variety Of constituents', themajori y
',

not 'employees of, the "systerif...'

Describjng mission from the-laiittom up rathithan the- op down hass,sgrfie

important ntages. in .irtipi*ovihg communication tretweeAhose who work for

universitits and those vho support hem with ehtirtax dollars. 'Ttie)/alue of
.

th,is approach hat_ been demonstrated i.n a p'kevious application to the community

lege system in Arizona (Richards o -Doucette, and. Arinenta, 1982).

Defining Missions

(4,The follQwin_g ten- missions, reported in". overall order of,.priority, emergtd?

froththe analysis. Following .a descriptionrof these missions, we examine a %

I -V'

breakdown of the r.el atiie importance assigned' to' them by 'eXternal groups .(regi-

V&i, ,

stered voters, Arizona:Academy, 1slatorsyNinternal groups (faculty and/ I
, -

Wministrators), rfieni6er s or the Board 'of ite,gent and studeras. Means above 3.0
.,-

- -

- indicate suppor,t for the mission; means.below 3.0 indicate lack offkupport or

\. topposition to the mission. gNitionel 1.5for a ion a out the activity items

assigned to eacmisslion ca gory and their,. actor loadings, appears in the ;k

1)Pendix. The discussion in.the followthg-.chapters uses shortened forts of the

'activity items; the complett items as they aiiiai-ared in the 'surrey are listed at

the end f'''thi's in Table 2.2 thy mission category for reference pur= .

poses
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Mission-4. Teaching PrograMs. and 4S
Po

in t6 'category included thos.610avIng' to

"N

Activity .items that were grOup

do with Offering graduate or' undergra 6 to degree Orograins.ln.the arts and'

sciences or in professiOnal fields, inclu ing.medicine and slaw. Also grouped

here were items on academic advisement, ,requirineliberal education courses in
. .

N

undargraduate degree programs and student qpernment and student publications:, ,,l, .

This miss:ion was clearly reCognizable as Te tradjtional teaching. mission. '0,

particular interest was the inclusion of: advisement and student. development,

act vfYties which are? sometimes perce-twediteriAll groups 'as'su6plementary- Or'
,

I e
: ,:t

even eripheral tom theteathing rote.
.

, Mission 2.
A a

tje

Educational and tultural.-Servicet.

This minion encompassed,activities involving educational and tuftural
,

tir progr ms, either offered specifically for the communityomunit.or open to the gever. al

ls
<,. '4,73 ,J-.+

publ i Films, speakers; art 'exhibitions and -creat4varts. performances were

included;/as were public television and radio... Also a part of this mission

'`providing information to 4ep tha public awarevof the programs and services

available.

Minion 3. Research and Technical Assistance

Was

o .,

,The tericritems included within this mission category contained rationales,
,r

related to both basic and applied rese4rch. This distinction did not seemh,

impOrtaht to respondents, other than faculty. Providing technical assistance

to apply the results of research 41/4 viewed 'as an integral part of the role by 4'
. (

11 19
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Q.

other respAlent Thu §.LagricultUral extension was viewed a' a part 'ethe

,research and' technical'aysistance mission, rather than the more narrowly

'.defined:COmmunify service.oincluded

Health Care for:Teaching apd Research
I

'The fourth missibn in terms of.overall importance focused in4he area;
.. ,..

.
-

,

Ornealth care services for the general public, offered in conjunction with a

..; .
,

teaching hospital or.on a'fee-for -service basis to train meatcal or other
, . .

..

,
,

health science students, Clearly, the blic attaches considerable importance
. 4 .

to health care,,and. that concern carnies over into theirireaetion to activities
,. 4. .

I.

related to the fdture supply of
.

health professionals or the development of new

knowledge in the medical field.
.

Misston .11Pproving Quality

-The first four missions were r ated to functions easily recognized as.

accepted roles for universities, The filth was more of. a direction for change.

Emerging quite clearly as a distinctive categOry-withseven activity statements

was the foal of. g quality. The statements in this mission dealt with

'recruiting students with academic and artistic talehts, limiting, enrollment to

*)
at , .

students with high test scores orstrong achievement-on stan a dize
;

tests and

awarding degrees only to students who passed a standtrdized.writing examine- 1

tion. Also grouped in this4nisscion category wete activIies related to

attracting and ,re ping outstanding faculty members incldaing special recruit-.
4

ing efforts, st engthening the library, sponsor4Og research, and providinb
11.

tenure. The dis ihguishing characteristic about each of the statements in this



category was the intent to'improve quality. For example, two of. bile activities
'*N

included the terms "sponsorreseah" or "support research." .The rationalen

each instance was related, to improving or maintaining quality.

Mission -6. 'Student Support Services

The activities grouped here encompassed a much narrower range than is com-

J
Aonly associated with the term we have used to describe the category of student

services. 'Included werp)counseling services to assist students with depres-
.

sign, substance abu,se -and'unwanted pregnancies. Remedial instruction and study'

skillS'also.weretgrbOed'here, as were immediate care'-aid continuing educatiOn

for stud e% -with health-related problems. Thus,/the services in this category

'were limited to those designed.to, assist students in overcoming barriers.to
,

academacnievenient; tonspicuous by their absence were the activity state-
1

mints
oftenviewed as closely related by student affairs professionals and

4. 4

having to do with leadership training, recreational athletic programs and

'career and job placementservices. It isinteresting to note the fine disr

tinctions the. respondents made between services that, are often grouped together

for administrative purposeS butt which do, in fact, serve distinctive functfons.

Mission 7. Broadeningficcess

This category included seven statements linked primarily by their descrip-

tion of programs and services provided either to as nontraditional clientele

(senior citizens, physically handicapped, practicing' professionals, general

public) .6r ip nontraditional locations (work place, off-campus locations,

branch campuses). These' statements also mentioned altern'ative delivery systems

13



(telecommunication,' radio or correspondence). The category encompassed non-

credit courses, workshops and qpnferences as well as selected credit courses

and programs. .The emphasis of the mission was on extending access to students

Otherfthan those pursuing regular degree programs in residence,feither by tak-

ing courses and other educational experiences to them, or by providing special .

services to remove barriers as in the case of the physically handicapped.

Mission 8'. Optimizing Revenues

As in the'case of.Mission 5, the activities encompassed by-this category

seem to represent as much a set of strategies as specific goals. Again, like

Mission 5, this category seemed to be particularlyjelevant to the concerns of

the 80's. All three of the activities are related to revenue .source other

than tax dollars. Activities include leasing facilities, requiring nonresident

. students to pay higher tuition and contracting, with private corporations to

provide such services as bookstores, cppying and food. .

d)Mission 9. Special Emphasis on. Women an Minorities

This mission involved a series of statements characterized by the inclusion

of suc-6" phrases as "ethnic and racial minorities," "qualified women," "quali-

fied minority," or "international." Regardless of whether the remainder of

the statement stressed faculty students, research, teaching or student sup-
.

port services, the activity was grouped in this category. Here we see a third

type of mission,,one that fotuses on clientele and which implies some special

consideration in the affirmative action sense. As we shat] see in the remain-
Ja
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ing sections of this monograph, a mission*that implies specfal consideration

for .some groups,is ranked well down the scale of priori ies for most respon-

,

dents, especially. external groups.

Mission 10.
V
intercollegiate Athletics

i

)1
,.,

,

This mission included two activities having to do with spo sor.ing competi-,

ive intercollegiate athletic programs for men and women and re suiting

students with athletic talents. Not surprisingly, having competi ive programs

ws'a lot more appealing to respondents than recruiting talented a hletes.

Overall, however., this mission was banked last in importance although, as de-

scribedin the next section, there were differences of opinion on thi ranking.

Assigning Priorities

The first part of this chapter reported missions of Arizona universitie in

order of the overall priority assigned by all respondents to the survey.. Not

all groups had the same priorities, however. Table 2.1 examines prioritiesfor

the ten.missionv.orn a disagOeglted basis. Because the student survey included
;N

some items that are different, its results could not be included in the analy-

sis of mission categorie. We do report, student data on those activities that

were comparable. Those who are interested in greater detail about differences

in the responses of the various groups will find disaggregated data in the

Appendix.

Among all responding groups, the teachting mission was assigned top prior
)

ity. There was almost as much consensus about the second priority, educational

and cultural services for the community. Administrators however, ranked this

1



TABLE 2.1

missiOns of Arizona Universities: Rankings for Importance by Respondent, dovps

MISSION CATEGORIES ALL RESPON. MEWL GROUPS

NO. DESCRIPTION AVERAGE AVENGE MRS LEGISL, ACADEMY AVERME AVERMET TY

1 Teaching Programs and. Services 1 1 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1 1

$

2 Educational and Cultural Services 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 3

3 Research and Technical Assistance 3 3 4 2 3 3 4 2

4 Health Care for, Teaching and,

Research 4 4 5 4 4 5 5 4

5 Improving Quality 5 5 6 5 :9' 4 3 5

6 .
Student Support Service 6 8 7 7 8 6 6 6 7

7 Broadening Access 7 6 5 8 7 .7 7 7 6

8 Optimizing Revenues . 7 8 3 6 10 10 .10 10

9 Emphasis on WOmen and Minorities '9 10 10 10 10 5 8 ,8 8

10 Intercollegiate Athletics 10 9 9 9 9 8 9 '9 .9

as

21
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focused service mission as less important than Missicl 3, research and

legislators rankecrthis mission below Mission 3 and Mission 8, Optimizing

Revenues. One explanation for' the priority assigned to service relates to the

-nature, of the three institutions.which comprise the Arizona system. Only one

of the three is an 4tablished research university, while a second belongs in

the comprehensive university and college category. The third, while aspirfng

to research university status, is better described. at this point in its history
r

i

0
as a doctorate granting university (Carnegie Council on Policy,Studies in

Higher. Educat 1976).

There was also a strong deOee'of consensus about the importance of the

mission dealing with health car ffered to the general public in 'support of

4 teaching and research programs ealth care professionals.

Interesting differences eme Or'Mission 5, improving quality. In

general, internal groups attached higher importance to this cluster of

activities than did externals. Significantly, Regentsranked this ission next

to lastamong their priorities. Improvements quality invariably have a

price tag. Further, mapy of the ptessures to which Regents must respond. in

- .Arizona relate to competition between thd two largest universities in the

=System, either to justify existing differences in quality measures or to

achieve parity..

Faculty members and the Regents were most concerned about support services

for students, Mission 6. .The activities associated with this mission were less

important to voters and Academy members.
,r

The mission having.to dogwith broadening access was most popular with

voters and least popular withqegislators who tend to equate new services with

new costs. Voters and administrators ranked this mission more important than

did any other group.

0
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The most important differences for any of the missions occurred for optimi-
.

zing revenues. The internal' group and Regents ranked this mission last while

the legislators ranked it in their top half. Within this mission category were

a number of activities, around which swirled considerable controversy at the

time of the survey. Charging higher tuition for nonresident students,

contracting with private industry, end leasing a football stadium were all much

more popular with legislators than with any other group.

Mission 9, which dealt with a series of affirmative action statements, was

accorded last priority by, all external groups. Internal groups were somewhat

more positive about it, but only the Regents ranked this mission,.among their

topcfive,Priprities. On both this survey and a previous one dealing with com-

munity college missions, external groups responded in a uniformly negatiVe

pattern to activities suggesting spkial consideration for some groups.

It will'probably tome as no surprise to the reader to learn that inter-
/

collegiate athletics was at, or near the bottom, of the importance"rankings
tr-

all groups. e

The survey results reflect many more similarities than differences ina terms

of the importance attached to each.of the missions. The traditional missions

of teaching,.researth and service are ate-or near the top of everyone's. list.

All missions received at least some support from all groups, except for inter-
,

collegiate athletics from the faculty and optimizing revenues_ from the Board of

Regents, the faculty and administrators. gWese were the only two missions

receiving mean scores on importance-of lets than 3.0 froiti any group.

Table 2-.2 lists survey statements grouped by mission category



Table 2.2

Activity Statements Included in Each Mission

41,4

MISSION 1: TEACHING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

5. Offer selected degree prograMs in fields such as medicine and law..

7. e4rOffer selected undergraduate' degr °grams in business, engineering,
education, architecture,'social work, nursing, public administration,
agriculture and forestry.

19. Require all undergraduate degree programs to include liberal education
courses such as humanities, fine arts, social and behavioral scie9ces,
physical sciences and mathematics.

41-: Sponsor student government, student publications and other. activities
related to student development outside of class.

47. Offer selected undergraduate degree programs in the humanities, fine
arts, social and behavioral sciences, physical sciences and'mathe-

.

matics._

. Offer selected master's _and doctoral degree pr
engineering, education, architecture, social wo
tration, agriculture and forestry.

63. Offer selected master's and doctoral degree grams in the humanities,
fine arts, social and behavioral sciences, phy ical sciences and
mathematics. .

65. Pro4ide academiC advisement to assist students niachieving educatIonal

Sponsor films, speakersl, exhibitions and musical
productions for students and the community.

Operate non-profit public television and radio stations as a community
and educational service.

and dramatic

20. Provide information to keep the public informed of educational, social
and other services offered by the'cuniversities or other agencies.

26. Encourage advancement in the creative arts by sponsoring arts events,
exhibitions and performances.



Mission 3: Research and Technical Assistance

4. Conduct research under contracts funded'by business, industry,
foundations and government agencies to assist the training of graduate
students and to keep fa6ulty up-to-date.

. Conduct projects to. apply the findings of research to everyday life.

Publish for sale scholarly books, pamphlets and reports toshare the
results ,of faculty and student research.

12. Conduct research contribute to the future growth and welfare of the
state and natio

14. Provide technicaa assistance to the general public in areas such as
agriculture, forestry, resource and energy consery tion and community

development to assist Citizens in 6ting resear findfWg-S to

everyday life.

22. Sponsor research in health science to improve standards of medical care
and to train health professionals.

29. Do research in areas such as energy, agriculture, electronics,
govermnent, economics, health` and education to expand existing
knowledge and to help solve immediate problems.'

34. Conduct research and provide technical assistance in areas such as
*uvenile delinquency, health care, child welfare-and unemployment.

42.. SuppOrt the educational program with research laboratories like those

used in business and industry.

50. Do research in the humanities, social and behavioral sciences, physical
sciences and mathematics to expand existing knowledge and to help solve
immediate problems.

Mission 4: Health Care for Teaching and Research

2. ProVIde i6th care to the general public on a fee -for- service basis to
train medical and other health science students.

Operate a teaching hoSpital to, advance knowledge and to help train
medical and other health.stience students.

Mission 5: Improving Quality

25. Actively recruit and offer financial aid to students with academic and
artistic talents.

27. Awa'rd degrees only to students who pass .a standard university test in

writing skills.

38. Sponsor research to attract and keep well qualified faculty and

students.



45: Provide tenure (reasonable assurance of continuing employment) to
faculty who maintain professional standards approved,bY the Board of
Regents.

46. Support research with libraries like those at other universities having
similar programs.

56. Make special efforts,torecruit and retain recognized scholars and
researchers for university faculties.

57. Limit enrollment to'students who graduated in the upper ,half of their
high school class or who have above average scores on standardized
aptitude tests..

Mission,6: Student Support Services:.

11. Provide ,counseling and rkelated services to assist students in coping

with problems such as depression, stress and alcohol and drug abuse.

39. Offer 'remedial instruction in reading, writing and mathematics to
university students who need help with these skills.

52. Provide students immediate medical care and continuing education on
health-relate problems.-

58. Provide counseli g and related services to help students avoid or cope'
with unwanted pregnancies.

59. Offer courses and workshops in areas puch as study skills and academic
survival skills.

Mission 7: Broadening Access

17. Provide selected programs and services at reduced tuition rates for
senior citizens.

40. Provide conferences, short courses and workshops for_doctois lawyers,
pub groups to keep their skills
up-to-date.

43. Offer selected courses by telecommunication, radio or correspondence.

4,6

0.0fferrml-creditcoursesardworkshopsforthegeneralpublicin areas
such -as health, recreation and hobbies.

51. Provide specialassistance such as Braille texts, tutoring services, or
sign language to 'physically handicapped students. ik

'53. Offer selected courses.and degree programs'at off-campOs locations or
branch campuses.

55. Offer selected courses to-groups of employees at their work place.



6:.

Mission 8: Optimizingilevenues

10. Earn .a profit by leasing university facilities such as football
stadiums, activity centers, meeting rooms and exhibition space to
private corporations.

30. Contract with private corporations to proVide on- campus services
currently run by universities such es dbokstores,.cooying and food
services.

4
4

37. Require students who are not residents of Arizona to pay the full costs

of their education.

Mission 9: Emphasizing Minorities and Women

13:Accept international students who meet university ladmission standards.

18. Conduct research 4nd provide technical assistance to meet the special
needs of Arizona's ethnic and racial minorities.

23. Actively recruit and offer financial aid to ethnic and racial
minorities.

31. Make special efforts to recruit and retain qualified women faculty.

49. Make special efforts to recruit and retain qualified minority faculty.

54. Include information about the achievements and needs of Oizona's
ethnic and racial minorities as part of all undergraduate degree
programs.

66. Provide special tutoring and, advisement to ethnic and racial minority

students to help them get through their educational programs.

Mission 10:, Intercollegiate Athletics

21. Sponsorcompetitive intercollegiate'AthletiC.prograMs for men and

. women.

64. Actively recruit and offdr financial aid to students with athletic

talents.



d CHAPTER 3

COMPARING PRIOITHS FOR INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES

In Chapter 2 we described ten miSsions deriVed through analyzing the faC

torial structure underlying respon'dent's' answers to the survey. The purpose
,

of
A .

this chapteris to compare priorities assigned to activities. Withiii, mission

categories. To simplify the analysil, aggregated results are prese.: ted here.fl
9

COmplete results,.inclUding the,disaOregatel prAorities for individa1 respon-

dent groups, can be found. in the Apperidix.
.4 a

As noted in Chapter 1, students at the three universities comprising the

Arizona system completed a revised form 0f the survey. Eight of the statements

from the original survey were modified, while an additional 15 were replaced
.-

with new statements suggested,py the students-leaders who helped to klidate the

revised survey. A complete list of "the activity statements in both the origi-
.

,

nal and, revised surveys and deiailedinformation.ablik student responses

appears in the Appendix.
.I

We have reported student responses statement's common to the original
,

.

. . .

survey', as ,well as statementthatwere modifiedijOhetables that follow.

While changes'tothe survey format and statementsYmayhaye affected student

responses, it was our judgment that the desirabilit/of comparing student

priorities directly with those of other reSpondent groups outweighed any risks

associated with misinterpreting the differeces between the instruments.
I

We have reported in this chapter only, the activities from the or:4gitial

rtuntey that were among the top ten orboitom ten priqqpiefOr any one of the

four groups. Table 3.1 displays-the 23 activities tha'amdeAr,e51,am ng the top



TABLE 3.1
,

Most Important Activities Ranked by Respondent Group
0

Twenty-three Activities which were among the 10 Moist Important Activities for at least one Responderit Group-

I T E M MISSION pFSCRIPTION O FI TEM
()

' EXTERNAL'

RANK BY GROUP

D DI S INTIINAL STUD PE

5 1 Degree programs in medicine and law k 3. 3 4 iN/A

7* 1 Undergraduate' degree programs in professional fields 1 1 1 1 '5

19 '1 Undergraduate liberal arts requirement ,

28 8. 9 i , 42

47 1 Undergraduate degree programs in arts and 'sciences ) 15 15 2 N/A

60 1 Graduate degree programs in professional fields 2 8 ' 3 8

63 1 Graduate degree programs in arts and sciences ', 17 15 6 16

65 1 . Academic advisement 6 1 15 14 , 7

4, 3,,,o., ',Contract research 5
1

8 5 14

12* 3 Basic research in all fields 9' 8 7 12

14 3 Technical assistance to cormunity in' applying research 7 30 20 , N/A

22 3 Research in health'sciences 4 15 18 N/A

29 3 4 Ba?ic research in gof ssiona1 fields 8 30 8 N/A

36 4 COrate tekhing hospi 1 16 8 23 N/A

38 5 Research to at act and retain students and faculty 13 30 10 15'

46* 5 Library toitipport research 31 35 12 6

56 ' 5. Recruit and retain recognized scholars 20 c°8 15 29

,11' 6 Counseling for, drug and alcohol abuse 21 23 25 10

51 7 Special assistance to the handicapped '12 27 32 9

.53 7' Cburses.and programs at branch campuses 32 3 51 45

31 9 Recruit 'and retain women faculty 52 3 42 51

49 ,9 Recruit and retain minority faculty -.60 8 48' 58

3 NONE Develop udent leadership 10 50 '31 . 35

32 NONE Career aid job acement services 24. 23 24 l 2

*Modified in student survey

N/A Items unique to student tvey

33

NOTE: Tidd items are given the median rank for the tied items. When there are only two items or at

even number, the.higher rank is used,



ten priorities for at least one group of respondents. N/A in the student

column indicates that the statement did not appear 'on the student survey.

For the teaching mission, students'and external groups assigned a much

lower priority to' requiring liberal edvOtiOn courset'as a part of all under-
-40

graduate degrees thAn did regents oelnter1101 groups. .jhis difference in.

priority attached'to the liberal arts and sciences is also apparent in the

statements dealing with both undergraduate and graduate degrees, although to a

somewhat lesser, extent. 'In contrast, all groups attach very high priority to

programs in the professional fields. Students and external, groups, on the

other hand,, attached higher priority to44Cademic advising than di regents or
4

faculty and administrators. Still, all groups agreed advising was a relatively

important a tivitY.

While the service mission was ranked second 'overall, none of the individual

activities which made up this mission was given top ten priority by any group.

For the research mission, there was close agreement on the priority of

activities related to basic research and research in support of teaching.

External groups gave high priority to all forms of research and technical

assistance. Students, reported similar attitudes for the statements common to

the-two surveys. However, internal groups were relatively less supportive of

providing technical assistance and research in the health sciences, perhaps

reflecting the fact that only one of the three universities has specifft

responsibility for medical research and agricultural extension. Regents

assigned lower priority than any of the other groups to proviirling technical

assistance and research in-professional fields.

Internal groups assigned lower priority to operating a teaching hospital

than did other groups, again reflecting the fact that such an operation is

common only to one university. The university with the teaching hospital is,

25



often perceived as occupying a privileged position in the competition for

scarce resources.

The mission category related,to improving quality proddted a number of

interesting contrasts. Overall,,:internal groups assigned the highest priority

to 'activities in this category, as.might be expected. They were joined by

students and external groups on the research - related item, reflecting the

relatively high priority assigned by' these two groups to most statements

including the term, "research." Students also attached very high priority to a

modified item on the library. Regents assigned high priority only to the

statement involving the recruitment of recognized scholars. An activity

'statement in'this category on providing tenure, while not making any merged

group's list of the top ten, is nonetheless interesting becauseof the

differences it reveals. Faculty ranked this item eighth while administrators

ranked it fifty-first. No other Oroup ranked it higher than thirty- eighth.

Students were substantially more interested in counseling for drug and

alcohol abuse than were any of the other three groups. Both they and external

groups were quite supportive of special assistance for the handicapped in

rather marked contrast to regents and internal groups. Only regents attached

high priority to offering courses and programs at branch campuses, reflecting

one of the most importaft differences in'priorifies found in the survey.

Interestingly, regents sharell, this priority most closely with legislators who

ranked iUseventeenth, in contrast with the overall rating byexternal groups

of 32.

The mission having to do with special emphaSis on minorities and women

produced the most significant differences of opinion overall. Only the regents

assigned high priority to the recruitment of minority faculty. In fact, this ,



activity was ranked among the lowest ten priorities for both students and

external groups. A similar item onymen faculty fared little better.

Career and job placement services were second in priority for students, but

had substantially lower priority for'all other groups. In a separate factor

analysis performed on student responses, this activity was grouped with ItemAl

as part of .a well defined student services category, which also included a

number of other high ranked activities that were not a part of the original

survey. Ranked first in'importance by students at the three universities was

adequate 'study space. Information about university services was ranked third,

while financial assistance services was ranked fourth. While we can only

estimate the priorities that might have been assigned to these related activi-

ties by examininglthe item on career and job placement, it seems reasonable to

infer that services designed for students as well as information about the

availability of such .services are more important to students than to anyOne

else.

More useful, however, are the estimates that can be derived of the success.

with which such activities are perceived as being performed. We will turn our

attention to that question in the following chapter after first completing our

analysis of importance by looking at the lowest priorities for each group.

Table 3.2 provides information about the 20 items that were ranked by'at

least one group as being among their ten lowest in priority. The table

suggests more agreement about low priority activities than their higher

priority counterparts.

Uniformly, grdupk igned low priority to limiting enrollment as a means

of improving qualittli4acujty were the most positive abOut.this practice but

still ranked it only thirtii-fourth.

27
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least DIportant Activities Ranked by Respondent GrO9

minty ktivities which were among t) 10 leant Important Activities for at least one Respondent Croup

ITF,M MISSION DESCRIPTION OF 111114

RANK rri GROUP

11TM. ieors TIMM saws

57 5 Limit enrollment to high achieving students 58 65

, 11. 7 Selected programs for senior citizens 38 56

, 48 7 Nen-credit courses f(Ar the public 54 44

/ 55 7 , Courses at the work place 56 39

10' '8 Lease facilities for profit 30 60

30 8 Contract for services with private enterprise
,

59 64

37 8 Increase tuition for out-of-state students 14 63

18 9 Research for special needs of minorities 57 39

23 9 Recruit and offer financial aid to minorities 62 23

49 9 Recruit and retain minority faculty 60 8

i N 4 9 Minority information in curriculum ,63 53

cc' 66 9 Special tutoring and advising for minorities , 61 39

64 10 Recruit and offer financial aid to athletes 64 53

16 NONE Let non-profit agencies use facilities 40 58

24 NONE Free library services to the public -, 53 59
,

.28 NONE. University suited for aculty consulting 65 62

33 NONE Reduced tuition for university employees 66 60

44 NONE Cooperate to attract new business and industry 49 48

61 NONE Admit high school students . 47 56

62 NONE , Develo rams in veter redicine and dentis 25 66

45

41

59

57.

60

66

61

43

52

48

63

49

64

55

62

65

39

58

59

47

41

N/A

50

61

63

54

57

58

66,

56

62

47

60

64

N/A

NIA

53

20

N/A Items unique to student sutvel(

NQTE: Tied items are given the median rank for the tied items, When there are only two items or an

even nUmber, the higher rank is used.



None of the groups evidenced much enthusiasm for broadening access by

offering noncredit courses, or courses at t place of work. As noted in the

section on high priorities, regents were mtch more supportive of courses at

branch campuses than of other activities in this mission; in fact, the regents

gave this activity their third highest priori The issue of establishing a

branch campus on the west side of Phoenix has been a volatile political issue

for several years. The range of priorities given to this activity by the

various groups suggests that it Will continue to be an issue.

In mission.category 8, optimizing revenues, there is similar disagreement.

Regents reserved three of their lowestipriorfties for activities in this

category. In fact, analysis of their mean scores for these activities reveals

not only low priority, but resistance to leasing facilities for profit,

contracting for services, and Increasing tuition for out-of-state'students.

External groups, in marked' contrast, assigned relatively high priority to

increasing tuition charges. There was also a large rank. difference in the

importance assigned to leasing facilities for profit, with legislators beirit

the most enthusiastic about this practice. At the time the survey was

administered, one of the universities was under public pressure to lease its

football stadium to a professional football franchise: (The lease was

subsequently executed.)

We have already commented on the significant differences in priorities that

'existed between the regents and all other groups on the question of special

emphasis on minorities and women. The difference was most pronounced on the

recruiting questions where the regents have been uncir pressure from organized

groups to improve the. representation of minorities among both faculty and

students.

29
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'-
All groups were in relative agreement that the low priority assigned to

recruiting athletes is appropriate.

Among the activities that did not relate to one of the ten mii§tion

Categories-there were few important differences1 Predictably, university

employees felt that continuing the fringe benefit of reduced tuition was more

important than anyone else. Voters were much more positive about new programs

in veterinary science and dentistry (not currently available in Arizona) than

were any of the other groups. Regents and legislators were in close agreement

on this, one, ranking it sixty-sixth and sixty-first in, order of tnportance,

respectively.



CHAPTER 4

DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND PRIORITIES:

The previous two chapters have discussed the priorities of the groups who

participated in the surVey. As well, we have suggested a way of grouping most

of the activities conducted by universities into ten major mission categories.

In this chapter, we'turn to the second question asked by the survey, "how well

is the activity being performed."

The intent of this chapter is to examine the qUestion of how well an

activity is being performed in relation to its impOrtance. Given constrained

resources, we should not_expe t agreement that all activities are being

performed equally well Instead, we would hope to find that important

activities are being done well and less important activities are being done

less well Wherever an activity is being performed less mell than its

importance would suggest as desirable, administrative intervention in the form

of additional resources may be necessary. SimilarlY activities that are being

achieved better than their importance warrants may represent areas from which

slack resources can be obtained.

' Our method of analysis involved identifying for each group ple twenty

activities for which the group repOrted the greatest discrepancy between their

perceptions of the activity's importance and their perceptions of how well the

activity was being performed. Groups differed in'their perceptions of how well

`activities were being performed, just as they differed on the importance they

assigned to each of the activities. As a consequence the pool of items that



included he twenty most discrepant activities for each grOup contained a total

of 48 items. This figure probably overstates the level of differences since it

includes 8 items that appeared only on the sfudent survey.

We report these activities in four different categories. Sour activities:

were identified by all groups as being among the twenty e*hibiting the Oeatest

discrepancies between importance and performance. An additional four

activities were similarly identified by three of the responding groups. A

larger pool of twelve activities was identified among the most discrepant by

two groups. Finally, each group reported items unique to itself, reflecting

its special concerns.

Activities Identified by Two or More Groups

Table 4.1 identifies the four activities identified by all groups as being

most distrepant between importance and performance. In this Table and the

following three, we have reported the median ranks for importance assigned by,

the four groups. Similarly, we have reported the median percentage of the four

groups who believed the activity was being done, lest well than its tmportance

warranted (< Import), being done as well as its importance warranted (=Import),
,

and being done beter than its importance warranted (> Import).

These four activities on which all groups agreed appear to.be good

candidates for administrative attention. Three of the activities, counseling

for drug and alcohol abuse, providing information on computers and special

-assista nce to the handicapped, are among the top third of activities in

importance at well' as being in the twenty most discrepanttetWeen importance

and Oprformante-. Ov all, more retpopdents perceived a discrepaky between

32 l
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TABLE 4,1

Activities Identified by All Four Groups as

Est ''scrEpctt Between Importance and Terformance

MEDIAN OF

NO= RANI
MEDIAN % OF GPO PUS1_

DONE WELL QUEST' '

'113

ARE:

ITEM MISSION IMPORTANCEDESCRIPTION OP ITEM IPPORTANCE IMPOrt'

11 6 ,counseling for drug and alcohol abuse 22

39 6 1Renpdial instruction 51

51 7 Special assistance to the handicapped 20

15 NONE 'donation on computers in 23 -

under ,aduate am

70% 25% 7%

61 22 20

72 25 4

75 20 5

7PEL,edian:percentages do not necessarily add to 100%.

Activities IdEntified b tree Groups as
Itst Discrepant Between Inportance and Perfonaance

MEDIAN OF

IMPORTANCE RANK

ITEM 'MISSIOti DESCRIPTION OF ITEM

65 1, Academic advisement

4 . 3 Colitract'research'.

.3 NONE Develop student 19adrship'

; I

62 .NONE Develop programs in veterinary' ntdicine

and dentistry.

IvID)IAN % OF GROUPS' RESPPNSES TO BEN

DONE WELL, Qualm 7aT

MO=IMPORTANCE 7.: DOME '

11 71% 27%

7 68 28

33 67 27

38 71 22

1%

4

5

NOE: din percentages do not necessarily add to,100%,
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priority.andaccompl:ishment for providing information:0 compuOrs than for any

other activity. The high importance-rank-given -thit -nem-indicates -s

support for improvement.-

Table 4.2 lists four activities identifiethby three OroUpt as being,

the most discrepant. Academic advisement rank

ng

ortance; Ayer

wo- iris o ose respon ing e ieved this ac

well as its importance justified. Research o

dating faculty was ranked even higher in term

'there 1,4 somewhat less agreement on the need .f

wWi-hot'betrig Perfdrined

ning sudentsancL,
,

lanimporliante:,) but,
a- : ,

vement:):-The roelatively.

W5yeiopMenp of new profet-
,

low ranking legislators and regents assigned to

sional. programs not currently offered in Arizona, el,r as,thelett4than.-..

lobs' decisionmajority sentiment that imprOiiment was needed, reflects,

by legislators and regents to Subsidize tuition Of, Stat

out-of-state schools as opposed to starting cost14:new pr

In contrast, voters perceived this activity as one of %the

Table 4.3 identifieS activities perceived by .t

Two missions, improying quality and

12 activities. Increased emphasis upon improving ties

at least one of the three universities s well

interested in attracting high-tech industry:\ There:ialso an

,(nt

among a .wide range of constituencies/in-,imprOV10,theiqUaltty:of.e

The activities related to improvetfiel4litY tWat recelye.

as strong support for improvement, includerq

students of "exceptional promi$e as we 1,a, prov101

a6k1ngs

ognizedNscholli, s and

ndyiduals with

attractive research opportunities- Well downAhe of prio Wes and

receiving substantially less support for dhange, are practices hat would limit

enrollment at the state's ilniversities imPose a writ g est as a condition



Activities Identified by 'No Groups as

Pbst Discrepant Between irvortance and Performance

ITEM MISSION DESCRIPTION OF MN

8

MEDIAN OF

NORTANCE RANK

NEDIAN % OF GRIPS' RESPONSES TO BEING

DONE WELL. QUESTION VAT ARE:

IMPORTANCE = IMPORTANCE, IMPORTANCE

12.

29

25

27

;38

3
281Apply-research-to-everyday-life 28 67%

3 Basic research' in all fields 9 68 28 3

3 'Basic research in prOfessional fields 8 68 29 2

5 Recruit and offer financial aid to 21

gifted staclents

64 29 4

5 Require writing test for degree 49 60 26 13

5 Research to"attxact and retain students 14

and faculty

69' 27 4

Recruit and retain recognized scholars 18 67 29 5

5 Limit enrollment to high achieving students 59 42 28 29

'7 Continuing ediration for,professionals 27 67 27 7

7\ Seleded programs for senior citizens 41 60 26 10'

8 lease facilities for profit 55 49 28 18.

9 Research for special needs of minorities 49 54 32 16

NOTE; Median percentages do not necessarily .add to 100%,



for graduation. Among the remaining items, only continuing education

opportunities for professionals ranks in the top half of respondents'

()

Activities Unique to a Single Group

9

The discussion of diffdrences in priorities in chapters 2 and 3 sets the

stage for the final section of this chapter in' which we examine those P
activities primarily of interest to a single group in terms of an expressed

need for change. In the Tables that follow, we hYve reported importance rank.

and the percentages of the group falling in the categories of discrepancy

identified earlier for each group separately. This is a deParture from our

practices in the preceding Tables of reporting median data for all groups

combined regardless of the number that identified the activity ras a concern.

table 4.4 displays the four activities of special concern to external

groups. The fact that there are only four activities listed indicates that

sixteen of the twenty activities try identified as most.discrdpant between-

importance and performance were shared with at least one other group. None of

° their unique items are of very high importance to external groupi with the'

exception of the item involving increasing tuition charges for out-of-state

students. Quite clearly there is considerable sentiment for a change in this

area

At indicated in Table 4.5, there were only two discrepant activities for

'internal groups not shared with_some.other constituency. One of these,.

requiring 'undergraduate liberal arts coueseS:, received a particulatlY high

pqpr4ty.



1TABLE 4,4

Activities Identified by aternal Groups Only as

Most Discrepant. Between Ilportance and Performance

MAN OF MEDIAN % OF GROUPS' RESPCNSES TO BEM

IMPORTANCE RAW DONE WELL CUED THAT ARE:'

'ITEM MISSION a DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS IMPORTANCE = IMPORTANCE

2 4 'Provide health care to train students 33 62% 29%

37 8 Increase tuition out-of-state students 14' 64 ' 26

16 NONE Let non-profit agencies use facilities 40 '59 30
4 '

33. NONE Reduced tuition for university employees 66 15 27

NOTE: Median percentages do not necessarily add to 100%.

TABLE 4.5

Activities Identified b Internal Groups Only as

Most Discrepant Between Inportance and Performance

ITEM MISSION DESCRIPTION

MEAN OF

IttoOreANGE RANK

*PIKE
.,

9

11

58

MEDIAN % 'OF GROUPS' RESPONSES 10. BEM

DONE WELL ION En ARE

NORTANCE - IMPORTANCE NOMANbE

19 1 Undergraduate liberal arts requirement 9 69% 26%

9 8 PubliSh research findings 30 69 26

NOTE: Mdian percentages do not necessarily, add to 100%.
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Unlike the previous two groups where a substantial majority of the

activities identified as most discrepant were common to the lists generated by
1

other groups, over half of/the activities identtfied by the regents were unique

as indicated in Table 4.6. From our previous knowledge of their priorities, we

would expect Mission 9, Special Emphasis on Women and Minorities, to receive

significant attention'and, indeed, four of the twelve activities they identify

as most discrepant fall in this area. Increasing the number of minorities and

women on the faculties are very high priority. They are also activities which

the regents, with virtual unanimity, view as being done far' less well than

their importance merits.

Second only to their concern with women and minorities is their emphasis on

broadening access. Only one of ttiese activities made the top half of their

priority list, however. Interesting, also, is their perception that making

courses available in the work setting is being done far less well than its

importance would merit.

One activity, sponsoring arts events and performances, stands out as being

twenty-third in priority and twenty-first from the bottom in discrepancy

between,importance and performance. The regents' strong interest in the health

field is reflected in items : from two different mission categories, both of

which were assigned relatively high priorities as well as being marked as in

need of improveMent.

The ten activities unique to the student list of most discrepant items,

which appear in Table 4.7, are interesting for several reasons. Student

leaders who assisted in validating the student version of the original survey

identified fifteen new activities they wished to have included)on their survey.

Eight of these made the list of the 20 most discrepant, and seven of these
.00

eight were ranked in the top half of student priorities. Some of these
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A TABLE 4.6

Activities Identified by Regents Only as

Mbst Discrepant Bet ween Importance and Performance

MEDIAN OF MEDIAN % OF GOP'S arspaisEs TO BEN:
IMPOWE RAW DE EU:QUESTION

REG= = DEEM DEMOITEM MISSION DESCRIPTIQN OF ITEM

22 3 Research in health sciences

52: 6 Medical care and health education

15 64% 27% 9%

15

-for students

43. Courses by telecommunication, radio. 30

or correspondence

48 7 Non- credit' courses for the public

55 7 Coutse at work place

Recruit and offer financial aidAssLo

to minorities

31 Recruit and retain worm faculty 3

49. Rectuit and retain minority faculty 8

54 Minority information in curriculum 53

61 s L Admit hi oh school students 56

55 27 18

73 18

44, 45 27

39 90 10

23 82 18, 0

27

NOTE: Median percentages do not necessarily add to 100%.
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91 9 0

91 9 0

55 . 27 18

67 22 11
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ITEM MISSION

42**
r
3 High quality research, labs,

32 NONE Career and job placement services

* Remove unsatisfactory teadhers

17 Involve students in decision Flaking

,20 Information'to students about

university services

22 Provide financial aid servites

34 Reward faculty for good teaching
1

1

36

40

TABLE 4.7

Activig6s Identified by Students Only as

Most Discrepant Betwen Importance and Performance

MEDIAN OF

IMPORTANCE RANK

DESCRIPTION OF ITEM

MUDIAN % OF GROUP'S RESPONSES T0,1 BEING

DONE WELL QUESTION THAT ARE;

IMPORTANCE = IMPORTANCE IMPORTANCE

Offer small classes (25 or less)

13

2

22

33

19

4 11

Corse evaluations available to students 25

70% 28%

74 25

83 12

76 18

70 29

24,

22

24

21

55 * Facul su rvision,.of teaching assistants 40 69 23 9.

2%

f.

* Items unique to the student survey

**Modified in student survey,

NOTE: Median percentages do not necessarily add to 100%.



activities might well have made the lists of other. grOUps had they:been given

the chance to respond. Even without the responses.of other groupsbn these

, items, the student responses provide valua6le information'about student

priorities and their perceptions of hoW well the activities most important to

themhare being performed.in Ari2onaAniversities.

Among their top ten priorities more than 70 percent of the students

indicated that,AMprovement was needed in ,ervices related to financial aid

career, information and job placement and general information about university

services. In the next ten most important, the emphasis was clearly on teaching

with again more than 70 percent suggesting improvement in research labs class

size and teaching. Improving student involvement in decision making was a high

priority for change but the one activity that students felt was most in need

of change was the removal of unsatisfactory tea hers.
)7



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine public. attitudes towar the

activities concluded by Arizona's public universities as. backgrouhd for a ToWn

Hall on Postsecondary Education'condgctedtpthe Arizona Academy :i0kpril-, 1983

(Richardson, 'Wolf,. and Kimball, 1983). ::ThestUdy replicated, with some

.modificatiOns, an earlieriroject involving Arizona's commUnity'collegps.

(Richardson, Doucette, and Armenta 1982)..

Mission Definition

The study yielded ten missions, three of which were easily Adentliable in

terms of the traditional triumvirate of teaching, eesearch and service long

_ associated with university. mission. The research

and basic research, as wel(as technical assistance. Whatever distinctions

academics may make, the general public associates with the research mission a

practical pay off as well as the necessary assistance to achieve that pay off;

The service mission was perceived by survey respondents in a way substan-
.

tially narrower than its common definition As a general'catdT11 category.

Service, in terms of the Mission defined in this study, involves providing.

-educational and cultural experiences'. for the general community through media as:

well as live performances. Information about services as well as the actual

events are subsumed within' the mission category.

3
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The remaining seven missions form useful categories for addressing a range'

of. contemporary concerns. Access, affirmative action, health care, improving

quality, student services and increasing revenues all, emerge as areas of

concern represented by more, than a single activity. Intercollegiate athletics

also emerges as a distinctive mission category, a phenoginon that many may

regret abut none can eas'ily refute.

In addition to these ten distinctive mission categories, the survey

included eleven activities that did not form any coherent grouping. Included

within this miscellaneous category were several "issue items" suggested

especially for the Town Hall meeting as well as some aeti4ities in which.

Arizona universities do not currently engage.,

'Taken as as a whole, the categories .provide waysommafizing

universities provide to a-state.. :Furtherithe:rejative'empn6sis'upon

some of. categories among the':ynits ystemMigyCitserve as a use

starting point for mission differentiation. Finally ,somekateggriet sch as

affirmative action and optimizinglevenuesz-stiarNy d lineae lonflic

among different ,constituencies of .ttie state niVersit

Among the missidn,catfOries ttiere was generaLabree era=

priorities for the system, with a ineJority of resipondenv ouo.:S,,,ran. ssi
'

service above research. Wly legislators, '11d inistrators ;ranked Is'eW-c

higher for the system as a`whol Teaching _as could' be rexpecte4 eVry

group' top priority. . r



;4A

ent lncludedimproving 'quality, with regents

y to this area than internal groups. :An

e.Only group to attach high priority to activities

ion. The reactiOn'of external groups who ranked this

in priority suggest one of two possibilities. Either

tivlties,in this category are already receiving more

hey deserve, or they are resistant to special consideration for

.

areas of greatest

attaching ,emuch'

-contrast egen
'e

trel4ed to 'ffirmati

ssioy Category

they elier the. as

attention

'any> group T e,generally high support for special services to the handicapped

,tdhat the resistance is focused on groups perceived to be capable of.

elpinkitfiMselves as distinct from groups who must receive assistance because

stances over which they have no influence.

pgnificant differences also emerged in, the priority for optimizing

nues where legislators gave the most support with regents, administrators
tv

fqulty giving this their lowest ranking. Legislators, in turn, were less

irit'er.dstecinbroadening'access, a.develooment that is frequently associated

`A with new costs.

While 'the importance of differences in perspective should not be)inimized

the riults of these surveys suggest more agreement than disagreement about the
--,---o.

activities in which Arizona universities engage. As wellthere was support

for 611 40f) the mission categories (as distinct fromytte activities that

cO'mprised them) with one interesting exception. The regents and internal

groups did not support the activities in the category of optimizing revenues,

probably seeing in these activities both intrusions on their own scope of

authonity and limitations on access through increases in user charges. As we

shall see in later discussion, regents believe there is a significant need to

broaden access to some currently, underserved areas.



Priorities; Activities.

An analysis of the top.ten and bottom ten priorities f^. each group

revealed some .expected diffevnces as well as a few surprises.. Among the

expected differences were Much, stronger sUpport'for .the liberal, arts from

faculty and administrators than from any other groups; a high priority .on

tenure only among faculty, a greater .interest among students in.counteling for

drug and alcohol 'abuse.as well as career services and a very strong difference

of opinion between legislators anil.regents aboutthe importanCe of;charging..

higher' tuition to out-.ofstate_students and the importanceo'f leasing

1

rfacilities for profit.

Among the surpris were.the very Strong differences between.regenis and

all other groups in the priOrities assigned to the reCruitment-Of Women and

minorities.

A study of'tfie survey results failed to yield any suggestion of coalitions

or combinations of our sample groups who consistently reported common

priorities. The regents, 00 slisagreed thatply with legislators on tuition and

leasing, were in relative agreement with them on the importance of a branch

campus. Among. all 'groups there was moreligreement about unimportant activities

than about important ones. ,

The results suggest the healthy differences of opinion that should be

expected within any political system Coping with conflicting values. The

absence of coalitions,supports an-inference that each ofthe constituents are.
*

receiving reasonable consideration from such policy level groups as



,q
'legislators, regents and administrators. There is4OleVidenCe, for example,

that the regents consistently report attitudes t4tlieklosely aligned with

those of any other groups.

Effec iveriess

In a system with limited resources not everything be done as well as

possible; therefore, it makes sense to examine the dAttrepancy 40tWeen how well

an activity is being performed and its importance, an to use this discrepandy

,

as a rough guid for resource allocation. -ACtivities4erformed at a higher

V
level than their importance warrants'may indicate a Mit,Sallocation of resources,

in the same way as activities performed less well thaiitheir importance would,

seem:,. to merit. Using this line of reasoping, we were able to identify
TY

activitieswhere there were varying degrees of consensus about the need. for

More or less emphasis.. Of course, as might be expected activities requiripg

reduced resources were fewand far between. Asa result', the most interesting

aspect of the issue were those activities identified by a high percentage of

most groups as requiring greater attention.

Three activities emerged as the most important areas in need of improvement

from virtually everyone's perspective. These areas included improved

counseling for drug and alcohol abuse, special assistance for the handicapped

and improved academic advisement. Also given high priority for increased

emphasis was information on computers in, the undergraduate curriculum and

improved research opportunities for training students and updating faculty.

Several of these activitie, including advising and counseling, could-be

improved simply by changin the priorities of university personnel through

47 :' 62
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staff :d velopment activities and manipulation of the reward system. Others,,

such as emphasizing computers and research opportunities, require significant,

additional resources and must be'approached incrementally through the

reallocation of available dollars. Interestingly, greater progress seems to be

taking place with the latter rather than the former activities, sdggesting

administrators find it easier to reallocatelunds. than to change.employee
.

attitudes. lk

Several additional activities were.ranked .as high priority in terms Of'need

for additional emphasis by, two or more of the groups responding to the survey,

but this group of acttyities was more controversial as at least one group

accorded them a relatively lower priority. TOis second category of priorities..

for increased emphais included recruiting recognized scholars.and.outstanding,

students, improving research "Opportunities generally and increasing continuing'

education offerings for the professions. All of these activities -require

additional-dollars and, thus, compete with other priorities such as recruiting

minority and women faculty, a major concern of regents.

In addition to activities where there was some reasonable consensus about

the need for change, three of the four groups h some unique

priorities not shared with other constituencies. Among these unique concerns

for the external groups, raising tuition for out-of-estate students emerged as

their, most salient concern. The regents were most insistent about the ,need for

improving affirmativeaction and broadening access. Students responding`to'a

modified survey emphasized the need to improve student services including

career counseling and job placement, financial assistance and itiformation.

They also were concerned about improving teaching but gave this lower pridrity

than needed improvements in student services.



Conclusion

As we noted in.chapter 1, the analysis presented in this monograph is only
.

one of many ways ilk which the data might be used. Arizona's .system of public

universities includes institutions'with differing missions, ranging from the

teaching emphasis of a comprehensive university, Northern Arizona, through an

emerging rd5earch university, Arizona State, to an established research

university, the University of Arizona. Data from the survey can be broken down

by university to reflect differences in priority that are a function of

institutional mission. Equally, patterns of effectiveness and efficiency can

be analyzed for each institution by constituency to produce infonmation of

greater use to administrators.) Indeed, dissertationsdpurrently in progress.

will exploit a number of these possibilities.

Finally, the survey has potential for furnishing information about

constituency perceptions of mission achievement by universities over time.,,:The

process through which the surveys were developed and validated ensuresithat
.

activities important to all constituencies were represented in the instrument

. administered during the 198 -83 academic year. If, in five years, the sOrveys

are reviewed and modified to reflect the relatively limited number of issues

that will have disappeared or emerged .in the interim, a readministration of the

survey at thaetime would yield answers to the following questions:

I. To what extent do perceptions of a university's missions change over

five years? Can activities be subsumed within the same ten categories?



2. Within wlil ranges .do perceptionA of importance.of missiont and the ,

activities which comprise them change during the same period? To what

extent do the priorities of any group at one pciint in time tend to '

endure?

3. Do changes in university priorities over a five year period alter

constituencies' perceptions of effectiVeness? Do constituent groups r

offer improved ratings for the perforthance of those activities on which

a university has concentrated resources for a period of time?

Thee decade of the eighties has. been described as a period of eiphasis on

improving quality. In order to know whether quality has been improved, there

most.be some measure of its preSence or absence at a.point in time folleWed by

a subsequent assessment using similar criteria and methodt. Cl attitudes

of constituency groups are only one measure of how well a univer ity is

performing. However such attitudes end the values on which they are based

tend to assume primary importance in the political process through which

universities receive their resources. It would seem that education 1 policy

makers ignore them at the peril of the institutions they guide.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix a more detailed discussion of the research process as well

as tables presenting detailed sprvey results are presented. The appendix

describes the research in the following order:

I. Development of the two Priorities for Arizona Universities surveys: the
first version and the student version

2. Selection of respondents for the two surveys

3. Administration of surveys
.0)

to seven major constituent groups

4. Response rates to the two surveys

5. Analysis of survey results.

A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SURVEYS

A major goal in the design of the original Priorities for Arizono Universi-

ties survey was to sample adequately the activities in which universities

engage,

Development of the First Survey

A series of 66 activity statements were generated for the first Priorities

for Arizona Universities survey. As a basis for the generation of activity

statements:, the research team reviewed the literature on previous mission

research and oeactivities conducted in higher education ins utions across

the nation. The Arizona Board of Regents' university mission statement,

college catalogs and literature on organizational effectiveness and

organizational theory were also consulted.
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Only two major approaches to the study of goals in institutions of higher

education have proviously been undertaken on4 large.scale, The Gross and

Grambsch studies in 1964 and 1971 were the first national studies done on

institutional goals in higher education. They wore followed by the

Institutional Goals Inventory (161) of Peterson'and Uhl in 1973 and 1975.

The activity driven concept of mission developed by Richardson, Doucette.

and Armenta (1982) in the jitUoaegLActivitiCommuraa'.vet provided the

conceptual framework for the Priorities for Arizona Universities survey.

The literature on college and university activities gave the research team

a broad overview of the activities in'higher education. However, to be sure

that no major activities conducted by'universities were omitted-froM the list,

the activity statements were grouped into the three traditional'university

missions of teaching, research and service. This list of activities was then

further analyzed to be. certain that all aspects of university activities were

appropriately sampled. In addition, a few items of policy interest identified

by administrators and the Arizona Academy were added to the list of activities

to provide further information.

Throughout the development of the questionnaire, every attempt was made by

the research team to be objective. To this end, a final draft ofthe activity

statements was given to administrators, regents and researchers at the three

state universities. They were asked to validate the:list by reviewing the

activity statements to determine that the items accurately described the

activities in which universities engage and to ensure that these statements

were comprehensive and adequately sampled the full range of major university

activities.

Each reviewer was directed to review the activity statements according to

the instructions reproduced in Table A.1. The research team reviewed and

68-
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Tab)e A.1

Copy of Validation Instructibeis

VALIDATION INSTRUCTIONS

Pur o e: The purpose of reviewing the following activity statements is to validate

their omprehensiveness and appropriateness for use in an instrument designed
to ass=es constituent support for university activities and missions.and.their,
evaluation of the effectiveness of current university activities. Specifically,
the purpose of reviewing these statements is:

1. To determine that the statements accurately describe activities
in which universities are engaged, and

2. To ensure that these statements are comprehensive and represent all
major university activities. a

Description of Activity Statements: The following activity statements are intended
to be a comprehensive list of the major activities conducted by universities,
arranged in the three traditional mission categories of teaching, research, and
service. Each statement states a service provided by a university (a learning or
research activity or a'support seryice, not an administrative function). In many

instances the clientele to whom the service is provided-has been listed next; a
rationale has been added for an activity only when necesSkrY to set the context.

The language in this instrument is simple and direct because the survey will

also be administered to constituencies outsida,the universities, including
registered voters, the legislature, and members of the Arizona Academy.

Respondents will be asked two questions about each activity:

Is this activity important to do?
Is this activity being done well?

The format for their responses will be a five-point Likert Scale:

agree, 2) disagree, 3) not sure, 4) agree, and 5) strongly agree...

DIRE TIONSIDR REVIEW OF ACTIVITY STATEMENTS

,strongly

Review each:activity statement to determine if.::the;:statement accurately

ibes an activity of uniyersities:.

- SUggest revisions in wording by crossing
on the statement:

- Suggest deletion by writing "delete" in th
- Write comments as needed in the margins.

2. Review each mission category to ensure,that eachOategory-is comprehensive

and contains statements of all major activities in whichuniversities might engage
related to the mission:

- Suggest needed additions to each mission category, on-the last page.

Your suggestions and comments will be helpful in assessing the accuracy and

completeness of this instrument,fOr research on university missions and effectiveness'

in, Arizona. Please return to Troy Crowder by August 24.,
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analyzed the comments and.suggestions,made and refined

result of the comments, the language of some activity statements was changed to

iMprove clarity.and consistency; in, addition, a.lfew items were added

.which were underrepresented. Finally, a small pilot teswas conducted with a

convenience sample. Using practitioners and significant constituencies -repre-
.

sented an effort to ensure that the activity statements were grounded in

practice.

The format ofdthe Priorities for Arizona Universities survey was designed

to elicit the respondents' perceptions of the importance and level of accom-

plishment for each activity. Respondents were asked to rate the importance of

an activity on a scaleranging from 1 =:stnongly:dtsagree to-,5 = strongly

agree. To determine -pie peroeptions of the levels of accomplishment of each

.

activity, respondents were alsO asked to rate,: on the same'Scale, how well they

believed.l.an activity was being done.

Table A.2 contains the list of 66 activity statements which were included

in the final version of the first survey. -A survey instrument is bound in at

the end of this report to disOlay the:format and the instructions to respon
,

dents;

-1-
)4cOn00/00*ofAhe survey was commissioned, by theArizpne Students

Ta0Oh'f(44'admniSti*kon tostudents at the three Arizona universities.

Oeeiljnoqifications were,, t o ;thehe original survey. First, the

ins- - actions -were clarffjed,ka4 a choice of ''don't know, or no opfRion" was
I,

added to the.poSsi6leinespd'i4es for the "being done well" questions. While all



. Table A.2

List of Activity Statements in First Survey

SponsOrfilms, speaker's, exhibitions and musical and dramatiC productions
for students and the community.

*2: Providglhealth care to the general public on a fee-for-service basis to
train medieal and other health science students..

3. Provide incentives and training to assist students in developing and
practicing leadership skills.

4. Conduct research-under contracts funded by business, industry, foundations
and government agencies to assist the training of graduate students and to
keep faculty up-to-date. 1 r

b

*5. Offer selected degree programs in fields Such as medicine and law.

6. Operate non-profit public television and radio stations as a community and
educational service.

. Offer selected undergraduate degree programs in business, engineering
education, architecture, social 'work, nursing, public administration,
agriculture and forestry.

P

*8. Conduct projects to apply the findings of research to everyday life.

9. Publish for sale scholarly books, pamphlets and reports to share the
results of faculty and student research.

10. Earn.a profit by leasing university facilities such as football stadiums,
activity, centers, meeting rooms and exhibition space to private
corporations.

11. Provide counseling and related services to assist students in coping with
Problems such as depression, stress and alcohol and drug abuse.

*12. Conduct research to contribute to the future growth and welfare of the
state and nation.

13. Accept international students whO meet university admission standards.

*14. Provide technical assistance to the generarTublic in areas such as
agriculture, forestry, resource and energy conservation and community
development to assist citizens in applying research findings to everyday
life.

Intlude infOrMation about the use of computers in all undergraduate degree
programs:



16. Let noh-profit organizations use university facilities such as footbaIL

stadiums, activity centers and exhibition space if they pay all costs.

*17. Provide selected programs and services at reduced tuition rates for senior

'citizens.

18. Conduc't research and provide technical assistance to meet the special

needs of Arizona's ethnic and racial' minorities.

19. Requir 141 undergraduate degree programs to include liberal education
course :s'Och as humanitie§, fine-arts,,social and behavioral sciences,
physical sciences and mathematics.

*20. Peovide information to keep the public informed preducational, social and

other services offered by the universities or otWer agencies.

21. Sponsor competitive intercollegiate athletic-programs for men and women..

*22. Sponsor research in health science to improve standards of medical caret'

and to train health professionals.°

23. Actively recruit and offer financial aid to ethnic and racial minorities.

24. Provide university library services free to the 'general public.

25. Actively recruit and offer financial aid to students with academic and

artistic talents.

-26. 6icgurage advancement' in the creative arts by sponsoring arts events,
'exhibitions and performances.

*27. Award degrees 'only to'students who pass a standard university test n'

writing skills.

28. Provide limited use of university resources such as secretarial hel0,
computer time and copy services to faculty who serve as paid consultants
to business and infistry, government and community agencies.

*f29. Do research in areas such as energy, agriculture, electronics, government,
economics, health and education to expand existing knowledge and to help

solve immediate problems.

30. Contract with private corporations to provide on-campus services currently
run by universities such As bookstores, copying and food services. '

.

.

.

. . .

31. Make special efforts to recruit-and retain qualified women faculty.

32. Provide career and job platement services to current and; university

students.
.

*33. PerMit state employees and their dependent$ to attend:ArizonaAniVersities.
at rduced tuition rates.
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Conduct research and provide technical
juvenile delinquency, health care, chiid

Sponsor recreational athletic programs' for.all dents.

Operate a teaching hospital to nce'.knovilddg nd 'to

and other health science students 4
_

37. Require students who are not residents orArizona to pay the full' costs
their education.

38. Sponsor research to attract and keep well quali-fied faculty and students.

39. Offer remedial instruction in reading, writing and mathematics to
university students who need help with these skills,.

*40. Provide conferences, short, courses and workshops for doctors, lawyers,
public administrators and similar groups to keep their skills up-to-date.

*41. Sponsor student government, student publications and other activities
related to student development outside of class.

*42, Support the educational program With research laboratories like t o e used
in business and industry.

43. Offer selected courses by telecommunifation, radio or correspondence.

*44. Cooperate with state and local government, chambers of commerce and ether
non-profit groups in attracting business, industrial and residential
development.

45. Provide-tenure (reasonable assurance of continuing employment) to faCulty
who maintain professional standards approved by the Board of RegentS'.

*46. Support research with libraries like those at other universities ,having
similar programs.

*47. Offer selected undergraduate degree programs in the humanitia, fine arts,
social and behavioral sciences, physical sciences and mathematics.

48. Offer non- credit-courses and lorkshops for the general public in areas
such as health, recreation and hobbies.

49. Make special efforts to recrOit and retain-ClUalified Minority faculty.

*50. Do research in the humanities, social and behavioral sciences, physical
sciences and mathematics to expand existing knoWedge and to help solve
immediate Pr044,0ms.

51. Provide spec, assistance such as Braille texts, tutoring services, or
sign languagelto physically handicapped students.

52. Provide Studeritt immediate medical care and continuing education on
health-rel lems.,



eJ

Offer selected courses-and degree programs at off-campus locations or

i)ranch\campuses.

Include information'about the and needs of. Atizona's,,ethnic

and raciall 'minorities as part of all undergraduate degree programs.

*55. Offer selected courses to groups of employees at their work place.

56. Make special efforts to recruit and retain recognized scholars and
researthers for university faculties.

57. Limit enrollment to students who graduated in the upper half of their high
school class or who have above average scores on standardized*aptitude
tests.

58. Provide counseling and related services to help students avoid or cope

with unwanted pregnancies.

59. Offer courses,and workshdps in areas such as study skills and academic

survival skills.

60. Offer selected master's and doctoral degree programs in business,
epgineering, education, architecture, social work, public administration,
agriculture and forestry.

61. Admit to tegular university courses high school students' who are
recommended by their principals.

62. Develop programs in veterinary medicine, dentistry, optometry, and, other
professional aneas,not currently available at any Arizona university.

63. Offer selected Master's and doctoral degree programs 4n the humanities,
fine arts, social and behavioral sciencesi physical sciences and mathe-
matics.

64. Actively recruit and offer fipancial aid to students with athletic

talents.

65. Provide academic advisement'to assist students in achieving educational

goals.

66. Provide special tutoring and advisement to ethnic and racial minority
student's to help them get through thelr educational programs.

ems modified or replaced on the student survey. See Table A.3 for

the new wording.



respondents were presumOdtt have opinions about the importance of each

activity, changes in format were made for cases where an activity was not

PerfOrM.Pd at one or: more of theHynive6ities Or the respoMent,5imblY hOd no
4

personal acquaintance with.that actiVity..

The second change was to make the instrument institution-specific. That

is, rather than asking what a-respondent thought about the total Arizona

university system, the second instrument elicited a student's perceptions about

the university he or she was currently attending.

Finally, a number of activity statements were deleted from the first

questionnaire and replaced with items of specific concern to students.

Suggestions for changes were submitted by the Arizono Students Association, but

the research team made final changes in choice, format and_wordinq of items.

Student leaders validated this version of the survey instrument.' Final Oanges

were made as a result of this vali Jonand the survey/was administered to a

convenience sample of students f r a pilot test.

An effort was made to-maintain comparability between the.two Priorities for

Arizona Universities surveys; 40 items remained common for the two instruments

and 26 items were modified or replaced. While the changed items have been

clearly indicated in the tables which follow, care should be taken not to

compare responses for students with other groups on items for which the

students answered a different question. The activity statements which were.

\
modified or replaced in the -student version of the survey are listed in Table

43

A.3. Two sample pages from the student survey dh reproduced in Table A.4 to
,

indicate, the changes in format and instructions, \



Table A.3

List of Activity Statements Modified
or Replaced in Student Survey

Remove from teaching assignments faculty who consistently
unsatisfactory student course ratings.

5. Employ trained students to .assist in academic advising.

7. Offer selected urtgeaduate degree programs in businets, humanities',

the arts, behavibral and social sciences, physical sciences,
mathematics and professional fields.

8. Offer short courses and provide technical assistance to help students
and the general public use the findings of university research in areas
such as energy conservation and crop production.

12. Conduct research in areas such,as energy, agriculture, electronics,.
government economics, and education to contribute to the future growth
and wealth Of the state and nation. '

14. Provide academic transcripts which include information about honors,
awards, and activities when requested by students.

15. Include information about the use of computers in all undergraduate
degree.programs to develop computer literacy.

17. Provide opOortunities for students to be involved in important
university decisions including those related to theibudget.

20. Provide current information to students about services offered by the

university.

22. Provide advising and administrative services to help qualified students
receive financial assistance.

27. Award degrees only to students who pass a standard test, in Writing
skills to ensure that graduates can write clearly and effectively.

29. Change the academic transcripts issued by the Registrar's Office to

include 1-1-" or "-" letter grades.

,33. Prwiide adequate space' for stule, t, to study on campus.
..

Reward faculty for good teachijn

36. Offer slmall 'classes ic.25.,or lets).

40. PrOvide instructor evaluations to help students "select 40100..

41. Sponsor,an effectFie student government to serve-411 students.
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42. provide high quality modern laboratories-
facultypsOarch.

ReWard .faculty for good:research,

o support stOffents and

46. Provide library resources
program.

47.. Provide programs to 'acquaint 'students with the campus and to assist
them in making- good adjustment.

..Sponsor student publications such as the campus newspaper and literiry
magazines to inform the campus community and to provide examples of
student literary work.

55.qlave regular members of tle faculty closely supervise all classes
taught by teaching assistants. 0

4.



Table A.4 '

Sample Pages of, Priorities for Arizona Universities

(the student survey)

This study is being done to find out how students feel about the

priorities of the university they attend The statements in this

booklet represent a widerange of activities universities can do; not

IntroductIon all of these activities may Currently be done at your uniVersity,

please answer ell Of the q uestionS as well as you Can. If you wish lo"

comment on any question 0,10 explain an answer, please use the

apace at the back of Otte booklet.

DIRECTIONS

Please answer each oft t statements in thisbook

let as shown in the following examples.

Each statement asks you lo answer two questions:

I. Is this Important to do? Here you show haw

Inch you agree thal Ihe activity is important for

your university to do Everyone should answer this

question.

Example 1

2. Is this being dont well? Here you show how.

much you agree that the activity is now being done

well at this university. II the activity i s nol being done

currently at your university or it you have no infer-

malign about the activity; a separate response is

provided.
:

Please read the following examplei careluily.

All questions are about this universily Ihal is.

lire one al which you are presently enrolled

Cross through one number eller Importersl to do

and one Pet Mai done well.

lhq um vet ply should

Nil 81414ot et byniwi

Simply Ainel

helot

Olugrie

Eborgty Ongen

I pravde special lularing and advising lot

sludenis having Okuda with lam academic

ingrains
Imprint To Of 0 0 X ®

IN OA Well X 0 ® 0 0 ®

This first exampla shows that the person answering

is neutral about the importance of this activity but

Example 2

4
strongly disagrees that his/her university Is our

renlly ellering such tutoring and adVising very well.

2 °wale a !aching huSprallOaUvance

me age and to Help rain mecbcal and Wet

brain urence sluderils

ik Om IVO 0 ® IX

lopolird it Of ® ®

This secondex mple shows that the person answer,

mg strongly agrees that operating a teaching hose'

Example 3

lr

tal is. Important to do, but does not believe this

activity is currently being done.

Publuh books of mlere5110 Anzona or die Vinyl

This thud example shows that theperson answering

dyes nol.belleve publishing books is important but

1110am/ton, Jr taureill xmibiII VI S4401'1011 Jr IndliaryCelmmon,

doesifeel that this activity is being done well.

Net EleIng 1 pinlea

All questions are about thle university, that Is

the one at which you aripieseotly enrolled, ....1111041Y

tr o
Cross through One number alter ImporlIntled0 ..

Apr

and .Orie eller being done *ell; IliOnl.H.

This university should.., 14Dloograi ..
. , t

Stilly OlOpiu,

I, Sponsor films, speakers, exhibitions and

musical and dramatic productions for students

..and the community.

.1

.

es 4\
lalperliel TI .' 0 W c9. l,4) Lk!).

BlIng 000i Well ® ®® CI ® ®

2. Remove from teaching assignments ficulty

who consistently receive unsatisfactory student

course ratings.

.
4s rs 4\

Important TO 00 V) V) V.) V) V..)
,

.

Being llone Will 0 ® ® ® 0 .0

'3, Provide Incentives and training to assist .

students In developing and practicing leadership

skills,

,

y:11.1111 To Do 0 ® 0 0 0

8601"°. '0 0 0 0.0 ()

4, Conduct research under contracts funded by

business; industry, foundations and government

agencies to assist the training of graduate students

and to keep acuity uplodate,

intpOrtint le 00 0 ® 0 ' 0' ®
. .

Being Oone Well 0 0® (:). ®
,.

®

S. Employ trained students to assist inecademie .;

advising,

.

Implies' To On 0 ® ® 0 ®\

8114 Donal Well 'C) 0.0. 0 0
.

0

.
.

6. Operate nonprofit public television stations as

a community and educational service.

9 . 0

Imported To Do.. 0 0.03 0 0

Being Done WollA 0 ® 0 @ 0 .0

111,1117 TR,
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B. SELECTION OF SAMPLES

Respondents to the First Survey

All members of the Arizona Legislature and the Arizona Board of. Regents

were surveyed. All university administrators at the dean level and above at

Arizona State University and Northern Arizona University were also surveyed.

Because of a communication problem, deans at the University of Arizona did not

receive the survey; all other.administrators there were surveyed as for the

other two universities.

Random samples of the Arizona Academymembership, of the three state

universities' faculties and of Arizona registered voters were selected to

represent the views of the groups of which they were a part. Twenty-five

percent of the membership of the Arizona Academy; a total sam0e.of 303, were

selected. From the full-time faculty of the three universities, 988 university

faculty members were 1candomly selected within colleges; the number of faculty

sampled was proportional to the size of the college, with 25% of the faculty

sampled in colleges of 100 or more, 50% of the faculty sampled in medium-sized

'colleges (50-99) and all of the faculty included in small colleges (under 50).

Statistical analysis of the raw.and weighted data revealed °Ay small differ-

ences; unweighted data is reported here.

Registered voters were chosen to represent public attitudes because voters

are the citizens who,, having taken the trouble to register, are more likely to

be active in the political. process and, thuSi to be an influential constituency

.of the university.

A commercial firm selected 2532 registered voters from themost current

list available from county registrars in August, V982. The list represented

all those who had voted in the-general .election of November, 1980, or whO had

registered,or re-registered after that election.
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In a previous study using similar lists, a large number of 'surveys were

returned as undeliverable by the Post Office. ,To addressthis problem,

researchers-took several steps:

A. A week before the mailing of the actual survey instrument, a letter .

describing the study was sent to each of the 2532 registered voters who

had been selected. The letter was from the president of the Arizona
Academy and urged the individual's participation in the survey..
Address correction and return of undeliverable letters was requested

from the Post Office.

B. Those people for whom address corrections were received were kept in
the sample, provided that the new address was still in Arizona.

C. Letters returned as undeliverable were considered non-sample. There

were 474 in this category, or 18.7% of the original sample. Since the

Post Office forwards mail for some time, these returns represented
people who moved a considerable time earlier and who had not updated

their voter registration.

D. A week after the introductory letter was sent, the survey instrument

was sent to the 2058 voters for whom good mailing addresses had been

obtained.

Respondents to the Student Survey

Because of the difficulty of getting students to respond to a1i1 survey,

and because the addresses that the universities had for students were known to

contain many inaccuracies, students were surveyed in their clAsses.

Approximately 50 classes were randomly sampled on each campus: Slightly

different methods were used to draw the sample in each case, because of the

unique characteristics of the institutions' data base systems.

At the University of Arizona, a systematic random sample was drawn by hand

,

at a'sampling interval of 124 from the courses listed in the Spring, 1983

Schedule of Classes. Before sampling, 1,198 courses designed for independent
c

study were deleted from the 7,422 course sections. There were 1820 students

enrolled in the 50 lass sections selected.

At Arizona State University, a stratified random.sample of 52 course

sections was drawn-from the master course list. Courses were stratified by
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school or 'college and by course level, i.e., lower division, upper division,

gra:Nate. The course sections were teen randomly selected for each of the 26

cells produced by the stratification..

erblled.

At Northern Arizona University, a stratified random sample,of 50 classes,

with 1476 students enrolled, was drawn from cells stratified along the same

coons, 1874 were

lines as the ASU sample.

The student data were appropriately weighted for analysis.

Y
C. ADMINISTRATION OF SURVEYS

Administration of the First Survey

In the last. week of August and the first week of SepteMber, 1982,. the

survey questionnaire, Priorities for Arizona Universities, was sent to 3808

subjects.

A letter and a postage-paid business reply envelope were included with each

survey. The letter, which explained the piioject and encouraged the recipient

to respond promptly, was from a recognized leader who had been identified for

each'espondent group:

a. Members of the Arizona Academy received a-letter from the President of
the Academy.

b. Voters received a letter from tffe President of the Arizona Academy
referring-to the earlier letter and urging them to respond.

c. The faculty and adminstrators at the three universities received a

letter from the prevident of their particular university.

d. Members of the Board of Regents received a letter from the Executive
Director of the Board of Regents.

e. Legislators received a letter from President of the Board f Re ents..
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.

,Fol low-up procedures designed to

following:

144,

increlise the respons ..,r4tecIncluded the

,.
.

i,postcar0 was sent to each ,persojr41n-ttie stic,:..!saMplWkiho -had not

returned the initia\ Survey mistraent

b: Second copies of the Survey 'were-sent' to all '410-respondents a week
after4the card was. sent. ,eir

6LAti)'

A te d' f tlr "'copy o the survey ;was sent to leglifatOs who had` ,not returned

the completed survey.

Administration of the Student Survey

The second survey was administ red dur,ing the: 83,.semester. to

letter from the's"tudents in thetr'oclasi4f)es at the three, Arizona, t4T)1,:v

Acad-emic Pre'sident- at each unlversity,'
,

select. ?. for the-sam0e;,4skim

": the survey; ;. Af ter permission w4s ven,, s tu t rle,

to th e c1aS,And'read a. prepaeed-sty

the survey. Pe-Mission' was no
4;7)

. -this; accounts' iri part?,

aCOlty ,ryi'eMbers Who

Mission to administer

ors,.researcher went.

t'llons before administering
,>1

atvthe University of

t ?rite at that university.

RESPONSE RATES

Response .Rate: for -First Surv0

An overall: reso'hse rate::-tif 83% was achieved by the first -survey when all

groups but the voters 4re considered, 'and. the' responte rate was 60'6' when voters

were included. Ad. treakdown of the-JrespOnse rate for eacti constituent

group is provided in Table A.5.



Table A.

Response 'Rateof .Respondent Groups
Prloiitie§ for. Aizo.na Universities Survey:s

A. First Survey

Group #Sent #Returned

Registered Voters

Faculty

2058 990

ASU. 340 285

UA
h.

405

NAU 243 208

Administrato.rs '--,,,.
,!

ASU 51 0
P7

UA 29 2r'. ,,,

. 11,,.

NAU 55 50

Arizona Academy, . 303 t 244 ,

LegislatOrs g() 56. ,

Regents 11 11.

,.7

TOTAL.. , i 3808. 2447
. .

(Without voters)
, .

',f750 - 1453

B. Setond Survey:

Group Sample' Completed?

Students'

%Returned

48% .

84%

8

98%

- , 90%

91e

80V

,,,0"y.1

E 100V:

64%
. .

43%_

,,,, Percent .'

ASU

UA .

%0 NAO..;

1874

1820

1476:

1428

%.1001

880

76%.,

'55% ::

60%

ber 69

.84



The high response rate for mostgrodps surveyed,aS well as the sampling

.

procedures ensured that responses of most g6ups'yere representative of the

total group.trom which they'were selected,

.Just under 50t Of theregiStered:voters in:the Sample returned the survey.

Voters received three'AMallings in addition to.the initial introductory letter;

`budgetConStraints AVented a fourth,follow-Up Mailing Nevertheless, the

.reSponse rate of 48% fd:registered Voters is the lowest achieved in this

survey. The registeredVOterS who responded to the survey were older and better

.edptated than the general Arizona population; minority groups were also

iibderreOresinted. COmpariSon of characteristics of the.survey's.voter

respondents with -the demOgraphit description of all ArizOnanSAs proVided in

Table A.O.

:it

Response Rate for the Sttident-Suryey

At ASU, 1428 students out of4he 104,stddentt enrolledrik52classes.

completed surveys for a responSe 'rate of 76%'...-The majority of those not
,

responding:were students who were officially on the enrollment rolls but were
r

absent from the cO, S0aR,at,the time the survey was administered A ,small.

number :of students 4o.participate in the soryeY:hereasw

other,tWo institut4

-Ate thel,Iniversity,of Ariiona,-4-04sses were surveyed. Of.Ahe1820" _

students enrolled in the classes, 1001 responded :for areSOnse rate of 55%...



Table A.5

;Response Rates of Respondent Groups for
'0riorities for Arizona Universities Survey k'

:Ordip...' #Sent #Returned
'' %Returned

Registered Voter.s 2058'...,
'

990 48%

Faculty

285 84%,

333, '82%.

86%

98 %.

NAU

90%

/1%

80%

58%

100%',

64%

p%



,/

s surveyed as ,well as the sampling.

procedures ensured ;that Tesponses Ofhiost groups were representative of the

al group from whichthey:were'Selected',.

,JUst under4Oqf the registered.:Voters the samplereturned the survey.'

yoters received three mailings in Oditioh to the initial introdUctorY letter;

budget constraints prevented a fourth', follow-pp mailing. Nevertheless, the

rgsponse rate of 48% for registered, ibers is the' lowest achieved in this
,*

Survey, The regiltered voters who responded to the survey were older and better
/

educated than the general Arizona populatibni minority.groups were also

underrepresented. 'Comparison of :-characteristicstof the survey6/oter
1,

respondents with the demographic description

Table A.6.

all Ari-zonans is provided in

4
Res'ponskRate for the Student .Survey,

I,

'At'AV;120tudept,, out of the,,1814 studentS erirolpd in':52'.'claSses

completed surved response- rate Of 76 %. The majority of those not

responding were students whoi;',w'gre offiCiallY on the enrollment rolls but were.:
t a

absent from the
\
classrtom at e 'time t, he sur .was administered. A small

number of students refused to participate in the' survey, here as weilkaS, at tWe

other two institutions..

At the University of Arizona; 45 classes were surveyed'. Of the lqgo

students enrolled in the classes, 1001 responded for a respdnse rate of 5 .



At Northern:Arizona University;,..a sample of 50 cl*is6:Was drawn; however

'due to, personnel problems only'41:0-theclasses.'were actually sampled. ThOse

not sampled/appeared to be' There':Were:I.A6 students
,

enrolledjn the 50 clasSes:,' and:' responses obtained frOm 880, A Tesponse

rate of:60%.

The response rate for the .student survey is included in.Part'2' o.f Table

A.6.

I. ANALYSIS 'PROCEOURE:

This section providWfurther details of the :different, Analyses that have

been reported in the bodyof this40040ncluding:,

IdentifiCatfon of university miS46 by :.factor

to do questions

2.

3,

Identification of priGride
o

IdentificatiOn of disCrepan
well,-by. groUp.

4,*
. . 0'

4 -
F'ectior: Analysis

tivgroup...

portant to*:and being done.

..One'ofthe40. 0 :it Was to forMulate missions: for ArizOnat

universities, and this 'Ad it Was. necessary to ireduCe. the

activity statements included
. -

the questionnaire to,some, smaller number.

Common actor analysis was to accomplish' this,,,As this. technique

m produCes.-factks, or sets, uf4tivityStat ments, for which the rpsoondent0,
...

? .

,,

..:. .

answers follow a simJ04rpattern.. the-faalir ties which grouped each fctqr:
'i.

.

:..

were thn examinect for their commpn:dimenon and the:fackir,4r mission:,. was4, v

a;given a descrfOtAVP' name.



Characteristics

se.X

Male
Female

Ige
15-24
25-34
35-44
45 -54

55-64
65 &' over

Ethnic
White
Black
Indian
Oriental
Other
Spanish Heritage

TABLE A.6
1'

ComOarison of Dembgr4phic Profile of Voter Respondents
with Pr9file of Arizona Residents

Arizona Voters ,Orizona

Respondinglto Survey** = Resident4Y

41.82%
55.76

7.58g)
19.39.

17.98
16.36
17.37
17.68

.:Education

24.6%
21:4
14.2
-12.0

12.4
14.9

82.4%
5.6
2.8

-.0.8
8.4
16.2.

Less than high
sch80,1

%Highchool
graduate

college
.College degree,
Graduate studies

* Data from Arizona` statistical Review, September4,1981,
P)

** May not add to 100,.*1,eCause cif miscoded or missing

Maricopa County
Respondents Residents

Pima County
respondents' Residents

Male, Female Male Female

5 4%

36

26
13

;4-

IV-.alley:Natidnal Bank



Maximum likelihoodlactor analysis wa used for' the initial f

extraction, followed by orthogonal rotation ixon 1981)

Only, all groups were considered' together and had eq

to the factor. analysis program was a.coyariance matrix

66 important to do questions,, which was constructed

where there was missing data.

The program was constrained to'produce thru 14 f r solutions Ihich

were then examined using as criter-46.the*gree of internal cons tency'within

a factor and the absence of any single -item factors. The 10-factor olution

was chosen as the solution which best fit the data'and provided the mo t useful-
,

deScription of uhilirSity: activities,

Items Wereincluded in a faCtor if they loaded 'atthe 0,30 levelHor h

iteMs-whiChloaded on more :;than one factor were included on the faCtoi. for

which they had the highest-loading. The 0.30 Tevel was chosen because it

-included the most items that seemed.to fit the definitionqf the factor,

withOut,inteOqcing undue distortion (Comrey, 1973N)t . This proce lowed 55

ipf the 66 items, to loacroh one of the 10 fa-cfors.%

-Table N.7 contains a list of'the ten factors and the items which loaded on

AchshOijpg the factor loading by item and the Chrdhbachls coeffiCient alpha
'

tr,Ht144Ctior'. CoefficielitHalphaa measure of whetheror not iteatare

measuring "the same thing," (Hull and_Nie, 1981). That'is a high coefficient

alpha indicates strong internal consistency among the items on a mission

(Petersoniand qni, 1975).

A.7 shows that,one mission consists of 10 items, four of 7 or 8

items, three of 3 to 5 items and two of 2 items. While it is generally
t

//'



MISSION .1

TABLE A.7

Factor loadings 'and Reliability' Coefficients

for Igoa. p Responses of all Respondents to

the first Priorities for Arizona' Universities Survey

MISSION 2

TEA ZING PROGRAMS EDUCATIONAL & TURAL

AND SERVICES 4° SERVICES

II% LOADING 'TM LOADING

63 .637

60' .608

47 .588

7 .492

19 I) .410

5 .395

' 65 ,384

41 .324

(alpha :'0,781

26 .464

1 .454

6 .4221

201'

(alpha = 0.68r

MISSION 7

BROADENING

ACCESS

58 .557

52. ,514

11 '0194,

59 , 475

409

(gpha =-,0.72)

ITEM LOADING

.55

48

53

17

51

40 .301:

..538

.533

.521

.360

MISSION 3 MISSION 41

RESEARC4 & IMICAL HEALTH CARE FOR

ASSISTANCE TEACHING & gsEkRai

STEM LOADING PR LOADING

(alpha =.0,71)'

29 .619 36 .540

12 .618 2 .466

8 .495 (alpha =00.54)

14

50

22

4

34

.488

.438

.434

426

.409

9 .348

(alpha = 0,82)

MISSION 8

,OPTICING'

Isms
ITEM LOADING

37 .480

10 .429

.314

(alpha = 0.43)

MISSION' 9

EMPHASIZING . INIERCOLTS3

MINORITIESII,V411 4dPILErICS

ITEb ,,LOADING ITEM LOADING

23 ,815

49 .797

18 .733

66 .674

1. .597

54 .578

13 .306

(alpha = 0,87)

MISSION 5

IMPROVING QUALITY

NEE LOADING;

-56

'38

46

45

7

27

25

.495

,473

.434

.0,434

:1(.359

.303

.300

(alpha = 0.66)

64 .755

2,1 .670

(alpha = 0.71)



recognized that thrge is the smalleSt number of items that should bb used to

describe a factor analysis of the scales with'only two items, Athletics and

Medical Care, shows that the:items Joading -only 91p 001g .th

06 in the survey that reference:thete areas.FUture:441iniStrlitAprOk,, hitr4o
l gyp,

type of survey migh include more items covering: EheWfreaS so that the. factor

one riinr could be better deterMined.

The coefficient'alpha$ rangeoforiv41.87 to 0.43-, .WIthtwo missions having

coefficients of less thap'M0. TheSe figures indicate a high to moderate

degree of'rellab.ility among the items.,on each scale, suggesting reasonable.

_ '4A
°confidence that the means reported for missions do representa true casponi'e to

the concepts embodiedip the items. represented in that mission.

Means, Deviations and Ranks

In order to' compute the priorities for. items ;rand missions, the mean Scores

for the important to do questions for both activities and missions were .

talculated.. The importance means., as, well-as thoSe fo4the-being done well

question, for all 66 items im'the survey are presented in Tabl A.8.' The means

for the missions are reported in Table A k, included in these tables are

the-standard demiations andIhe.ratiks for t e important to do questiOn. In --
e

both cases the data are given for eaChofthe seven groups surveyed, and also

for the averies of the infernal and external groups. !These group averages are-

unweighted.

The ranks given for the important to do means are.comOuted so that the

higiiest mean hd,S rank I. In the smaller groups, partidUlarly thelVegents,

there are severlItied means. In these cases; the median rank fort the tied

and
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Table A.8

Importance, Level of Performance and Rankings for
Respondent 'Group .

1
"AVERAGE OF. THE THREE

1 ' EXTERNAL GROUPS
Item' IM Important Done,Wall

, N ;RANK Mean S.D. ,-Mean S.D.

1

1 1 18 4.12 0.90 3..59.

2 1 33 3.94 1.08 3.'06

3 1 10 4.22 0.86 3.06
4 1 5 4.33 0.84 3.36

0.82 3.60
1.03 3.78
0.67 3.76
0.97 3.04
0.98 3.07

30 3.98 1.18 2.77
?1 4.10 1.11 2,96
9 4.26 0.87 3.25

.50 3.58 1.17 3.35
7 4.28 0.81 3,31
22, 4.10 0.96 2.96
40 3.78, 1.12 2.96

38 3.82 1.18' 2.96
57 3.18 1.25 2.97
28 3.99 1'.13 3.28

4.20 0.76
3 3.79 1.05

4.34 0.73
62 2.79 1.27
53 3.38 1.30
27 4.00 1.05
26 4.00 0.89
45 3.69 1.29
65 2.45 1.24
8 4.27 0:80

59 3.05 1.25
52 3.54 1.15
24 4.02 0.96
66 2.15 1.26
51' 3.58 1.14
43 3.74 1:06
16 4.16 0.96
14 4.16 1.04
13 4.18 0.86
48 3.59

40 23 4.

41 44 3.

42 1.36 3.

qq 1 35 3.87
4,9 3.59.

1rb'1.443 1..P6

5 1 3 4.38
6 1 19 4..12
7 1 1 A:55
8 1 29 3.99
9 1 37 3.82
10
11

12

13
14

15
16

17

18

19

20
21
22
23
24

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34

35
36-

37
38
39

.47

49
50
51

52
53.
54
55
56
57
58
59
6b
61

62
63
64
65
66

15 4.16
54 3.38
60' 3.04

,1 34 3.92
12 4.20
42 3.
32 3.94
63 2.79
56 3.23
20 4.11

58
55 , 3.28,
41 3.77
2 4.39

47 3.64
25 4.01
17 4.13
64 2.74
6 4.32

0
0,84
0.91
0.85
0.83
0.96
1.07
0.94
0.79
0.79
0.97
0.83
0.81
0.91
0.85
0.80
0.80
0.83
0.79
0.93

3.17 0.95,
3.65 0.95
3.41 '0.83
3.03 0.80
3.04 0.90
3.12 0.84
3.40 0.82
2.70 0.89
2.87 0.76
3.26 0.78
2.89 0.81
3.04 0.76
3.17 0.82
2.88 0.81
2.97 0.67
3.21 0.81

3.37 0.98
3.09 0.96.
3.25 0.77

1.36 3.01 .0.76
0.98 3.13 042
0.99 3.35 0.76
0.92, 3.06 0.70
0.89 3.11 0.77 30 4.27 0.65 2.73
1.15 3.08 0.71 48 3.82 0.98 3.27

1.15 3.38 0.81 i;:50' 3.73 1.27 4.30

0.79 3.26 0.68 35 4.18 0.75 3.ga
0.85 3.57 0.83 15, 4.45 0.69 448
1.24 3.06 0.77 i

4.40 ' 1,26 3.64

1.25 3.03 0471. 1 55 0.52 2.27

.86 3.24 0.69 15 4.45 0.69 3.64
0.84 3.113 0.78 i 27 4.30 0.67 2.78
1.00 3 40.11. 15 4.45 1.04 4.00
1.01 ,i13 _ 3

1.19 2.90-4C0.69
1.16 ,- 2:82 0-71 1119
0.86 3.2o 0.75',..) 8

1 . 34-.1.22 85tH 0.482 44 65

1.34-t,12.934A16t7710t 35
0.99'-'449.1) ,,w241TOT 44
0.68 3.63 0.82 1 8

1.06 3.07 0.68 1 56

1.04 2.51 0.92 1,66
0.81 3%40 0'.78 1 15

1.26 3.45 1.02 1 53
0.67 3.13 0.87 1 15

.27 3.02 0.72 1 39

BOARD OF. REGENTS

IM Important Done Well
RANK Mean S.D. Mean SO,

23 4.36 0.50 3.82 0.87
47 3.91 0.94 J.55 0.69

50 3.73 1.'27 3.18 0.98
8 A.55 0.69 4.18'.0.60
3 4.64t 0.67 4.73 0.47

'23 4.36 0.67 4.18 0.75
1 4.73 0.47 4.64 0.67

15 4.45 0.69 3.27 0.79
39 4.09 1.22 3.27 1.19
60 2.90 1.66 3.10 0.99
21-'" 4.36 1.03 .3.45 0.82
8 4.55 '0.82 3.91 0.94

44 4.00 1.00 3.91 0.83
30 4.27 0.79 3.55 0.69
23 4.36 0.67 .18 0.75,.

58 3.20 1.48 .00 0.82

56 3.55 1.29' 2.80 0192

39 4.09 1.22 2.55 1.04

8 4.55 /0.69 3.45 0.93
30 4.27 0.79 3,27 0.90

35 4.18 0.984'4(.18 .0.75
15 4.45 1.04 3:91 0.54
23 4.36 0.92 2%55 0.82
59 2,9% 18.30 3400 0.94
15 4.45 0.82 305 Q.82
15 4.45 0.69 305 093
53 3.64 1.03 2450 0.85
62 2.50 1.58 3.40 0.52

30 4.27 0.65 3a4
64 2.36 1.12 2490 0.99
3 4.64 0.67 2.55 6.93

23 4.36 0.67 3.55 0.69
60 2.90 1.45 3467 1.00
44 4.00 1.18 '3.00 0.77
30 4.27 0.79 3.00 0.89
8 4.55 0.82 4.27 0.79

63 2.-45 1.13 2.90 0.99
30 4.27 1.01 3.82 0.87
53 3.64'' 1.43 2.55 0.69
39 4.09 0.94 '3.36 1.12
44 4.00 1.18 3.91 0.94

50 3.73 0.90 3,10 0.88
1.01
1.01
0467
0.67
0,05
0.92
0.90
0.92
0.67
O.77

4.64 0.50 3.45 1%. 9

3.64' 1.03 2.04 0.83
4.09 0.70 2.60 0.52
4.55 0.69 3.82..a.98-
2.30 1.49 2.33 1.22
4.18 0.98 3.00 1.05
4.00 0.89 3.27 0.65
4.55 0.93 4.45 0.69

3.55 1.37. 2.89 1.27.

2.09 0.94,, 2.89 0.78
4.45 1.04 .4.00 0.77
3.64 1.03 4.27 0.65
4.45. 0.52 3.50 0.97
4.09 0.54 2.91 0.94

- - -23

66 Activi,ties by

AVERAGE OF THE TWO
INTERNAL

IM Important
RANK Mean S.D.

It 4,47 0.67
36 4.00 1.06
31 4.15 0.94
5 4.64 0.70
4 4.65 0.66

GROUPS
Done
Mean

3.80
3.28
3.05
3.55
4.13

Well
S.D.

0.86
0.98
046
1.01
0.89

21 4.38 0.88419.81 1.08
1 6 0.58' 4.16 0.84

28 0 0.93 3.05 0.88
30 4,17 0.02.88 1.01
60 .1,24 1.3. 2.69 0.87
25 '4.31 0.90 3.16 .93
7 4.62 0.69 3.45 .91

26 4.30 0.82 3'.56 0.95
2b 4.40 0.74 3.36 0.87
33 4.09 1.07 2.57 0.90
'55 3.54 1415. 2.96. 1.V89
41 3.97 .1.07 2.71' 0:86
43 3.85 1.05 2.82 0.86
9 .4.55 0.83 3.29 1.07

22 4.38 0.69 3.24 0.93

56 3.46 1.17 3.72 1.07
18 4.46 0.74 3:57 0.92
52 3.67 t.06 3.05 0.91
62 3.05 1.31 3.10 0.91
11 4.53 0.74 3.00 0.9.5

19 4.41 0.71 305 0.89
36 4.00 1.17 2.18 0.94
65 2.65 1.41 2.79 0.93
8 4.57 0.68 3.40 0.86

66 2.52 1.36 2.80 0.96
42 3.90 1.17. 2.90 1.04
24 4.33 0.77 3.44 0.94

39 3.99 1.22 3.75 1.06

35 4.04 0.91 3.07 0.76
34 4.08 0.98 3.27 0.99

23 4.36 0.86 3.72 1.40
61 3.07 1.38 3.07 0.97
10 4.54 0.75 2.97 1.0

54 3.60 1.34 2.79 0.94
27 4.24 0.82 3.09 0.87

39 3.99 0.89. 3.47 0,81

38 4.00 0.98 2.91 0.87
46 3.79 1.01 2.90 0.86.

58 3.36, 1.26 2.94 0.76
17. 4.47 ...0.90 ,3.78

12 4.53. Oi.7,3 3.30 1.01.

2 4.68 0`.o3 4.08 0.82
59 .3.29 1.25 '3.05 0.86
48 3.73 1.21 2.96- 0.96
13 4.53 0.68 3.48 0.84
32 4.10 0.90 3.10 0.82
29 4.18 0.83 3.40 b.82
51 3.69 1.16 3.10 0.91
63 2.82 1.24 2.70 0.77

57 3.36 1.10 .,2.72 0.78
15 4.48- 0.78 3.23 1.02
45 3.81 1.28 2.81 .0.96
47 3.74 1.17 2.87 0.81
44 3.84 0.98 3.01 0.82
3 4.66 0.58 0.85

53 3.61 1.13 .07 0.75

50 3.70 1.20 2.33 0.94
6 4%62 0.66 3.82 0.8

64 2.72 1.25 3.70 1.08

14 4.51 0.64 3,34 0.95

1
49 3.7.1 1.15 2.99 0.84

3
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1
THE

1
111VOTERS00*

Item DotAeWall
0 ;RANK Moan Haan 3.D...

.

19 4.12 400 3.55
I 30 3.99 1 3.00

3
I

12 4.21' 0.87 3.08
4

1
7 4.30 0.86 3.29

5 : 2 4.35 0.84 3.50
6 1 17 4.15 1.02 3.74.

7 1 1 4.53. 0.69 3.67
8 1 28 4.00 0.97 3.03
9 1 40 3.8? 0.99 3.03

10 I 25 4.05 1.15 2.80
11 16 406 1.11 ' 2.94

( 12 110 4.25 0.88 3.21
13

1
52 3.52 1.20 3.32

14 6 4.30 0.79 3.29
15 1

22 4.09 0.96 2.98.

16 39 3.83 1.10 2.96
17 I 31 3.98 1.12 2.96
18 57 3.18 1.26 2.97
19 1 34' 3.93 1.15 3.31
20 1 11 4.25 0.73 3.14
21 1 43 3.75 .1.09 3.58
22 i 4 4.35 0.74 3.35
23 1 63 2.75 1.28 3.03
24

1
54 3.44 1:31 3.04

25 1 29 3.99 1.08. 3.11
26 1 27 4.00 0.92 3.38
27 1 48 3.59 1.32 2.75
28 i 65 2.51 1.25 2.89
29 8 4.28 0.80 3.24
30 1 61 2.93 1.25 2.91

* 31 1.50, 3.57 1.16 3.03

32. i 26 4.02 0.99 3.13
33 1.66 2.22 1.28 2,.90

34
1
49 3.59 1.14 2.94

35 1 44 3.71 1.08 3.17
36 , 16 4.17 10.96 3.29
34/ 13 4.20 1.01 3.11
38 '''1,414'4,4.19 0.85 3.21

.3V1,#74 '3.64 1.34 3.01
ti21 4.09 0;98 3.09

41 !146 3.67 1.01 3.29
42 r 36 3.88 0.91 3.05
43 1 37 3.86 0.89 3.09
44 1 53 3.52 1.14 3.07
45 1',38 3.83 1.05 3.37 0.77 57
464,1 32 3;98 0.77 3.26 0.68 42
47 ' 20 4..12 0.86ro 3.52', 0.83 11

3,-56 1.19 3.974'0.77 64

49 59 3.04 1..25 3.02 0.71 52

50 -35 3.71 0.86 3.20 0.68 1
29

51 9 4.26 0.80 3.12 0.81 1 21

52 i 42 3.78 1.01 3.20 0.73 47

53 1 33 3.97 0.99 3.11 0.89
54 '62 2.85 1.18 2.93 0.6
55 1 56* 3.30 1.15 2.82 -0.72
56 1..24 4.07 0.87 3.17 0.72
57 1 58, 3.07 1.34 2,87 0.81
58 1 5 3.33 1.34 2.92 -.0.78. 59
59 41.,: 3.81, 0.97 3.0144Q.-70
60 i 2 .4.326 0.64,:a. z,-41,:81 5
61, I 45 '3,69 1.04,q 0.69 47

62 1 18 "4.15 OM', .53 0.92 61

0.83
0.89
0.07
0.81
0.94
1.09
0.96
0.81
0.79
1.00
0.87
0.81
0.93
0.86'
0.82
0.80
0.87\,

0.811
0.92
0.97
0.

O. t3

o.8
0.92
0.85 1 35 3.
0.84 1 27 3.84 0.83 3.57
0.87 1 31 3.83 1.16. 2.53

continuod)

THREE .EXTERNA
***LEGISLAT01181.0

IM Important. pone i(
RANK Mean,-

1
S.D. Moan'',

adjourn
-1 sP 011ACADEMY010
.1,;tH Important Dona Well
WANK Moan rq, p. Mean 5.0.

A

16 4.17 0.8? 3.73 0.91
37 3.85 1.10 3d1 0.95
11 4,24 0.86 2.94 0.81
4 4.45 0.77 '3.'51 0.84

3 4.52 0.74 3.86 1.00
25 4.02 1.01 3.88 0.99,

1 4.66 0.61 4.00 0.81
31 3.93 0.97 3,03 0,77
36 3.88 0.92 3,05_0,.78
42 3.73 1.26 . 2',66 0:89
34 3.89 1.09 .,,3020t70
9 428 0(8 v1.30'1'10.80

140 3.80 1.0 .41 0.84
15 4.19 O. 1 1 p,83
17 4.14 4 ",i0.74'

46 3.54 1 0.77
53 3.3o 01 6 0.71
.56 3,14,c 94 0,69
12 4.24 . ,17 0.98
20 4.124 '11. 0.87
30 3.96 S0K 441161,81., 0,92
7 4.30 ...:0.701-0 3. 7 0.81
62 2.9I 3YO2 0..74

55 3.imr pa.ou ,0.e5
22 4.0 3.12 0.83
24 4% :76 3.47 0.77
23 4 1.07 2.55 0.92

21 3.89 0.82 3.62 0.69
49 3.49 1.30 3.41 0.84
6 4.27 0.73 3.25 0.70
2 4.43. 0.68 3.85 0.78
9 4.24 0.86 4.04 0.85
25 3.85 1.09 $'.15 0.79

1 4.47 0.69 4.00 0.81
14 4.02 0.81. 3.27 0.63
45 3.57 1.02 3.31 .0.'71
24 3.85 1 .21 2.75 .0.79
19 3.89.,:0.99 3.00 0.70
3 4.33 0.88 3.76 0.61

34 3.75 0.94 3.64 0.76
10 4.16 0.80 3:63 0.77
13 4.04 0.91 *3.13 0.62
27 3.84 1.01 3.00 0.87
55 3.20 1.20 3.08 0.76
51 3.27 1.18 3.10 0.89
26 3.85 0.95 3.16 0.82
36. 3.74 0.94 3.52 0.85
29 3.83 0.88 3.98 0.78
4 4.30 0.63 3.81 0.65

60 2.98 1.31 3.10 0.90
07 1.32 3.17 0.86

.11 3.21 0.79
0.72

8
0.72 i 65 2.30 1.02 2.82 0.85 L 65 2e24 1.23 2.81 0.88
0.78 i 8 4.25 0.78 3.63 0.79 1 13 4.21 0.83 3.28 0.74
0.79 i 32 3.80 1.16 2.74 1.12 1 51 3.37 1.15 2.85 0.81
0.77 1 46 3.56 1.11 3.12 0..98 1 49 3.44 1.16 ,3.07 0.68
0.84 1 40 3.65 1.07 3.31 0.76 1 21 4.11 0.79 , 3.29 0.76.
0.79 1 66 2.16 1.18 3.00 0.89 i 66 1.89 1.13 2.78 0.86
0.67 1 44 3.62 1.04 3.20 0:60 1.47 3.49 1:15 3.113 0.64
0i8 1 39 3.67 0.98 3.38 0.77 1 35 3.89 0.99 3.31 0.79
0.97 i 16 4.00 1.04 3.88 0.78 17 4.14 0.95 3.54 0.93
0.96 1 15 4.02 1.22 2.90 1.05

i
26 4.02 1.09 3.03 0.93

0.77 1 18 3.91 1,08 .3.75 0.83 'i 14 4.21 0.86 3.29. 0.71
0.75 1 50 3.36 1.42' 3.26 0.92 1 50 3.43 1.39 2.93 0.75
0.81 1 37 3./4 1.05 3.35 0.86 19 4.13 0.92 .3.24 0.85
0.711 1 40 3.65 0.97 3.50 0.73 29 3.98 0.437 3.53 0.80
0.70 1 43 3.63 0.96 3;21 0.72 41 3.78 0.92 3:09 0.69
0.77 i 33 3.78 0.83 3.30 0.75 1 33 3.90 0.89 3.15 0.78

0.67 23 3.67 1.16 3.57 0.76 1 38 3.82 1.14 3.05 0.79
54 3.25 1.32 3.38 0.93
32. 3.93 0.82 3.23 0.69
6 4.32 0.79 3.68 0.79

63 2.81,1;0.22 2.94 0.77

59 ?,.994-L4.24- 3.03 0.67
1.27 4.00 .0.86 3.33 0.69

28 3.99 0.94 3.11 0.67 1

143. 3.71, 0.96 3.40 0.65
17 1 39 3.81 1.10 3.12 0.88
63 1 64 2c58 1.16 2.75 0.67
56 1 60 2.98 1.18 2.78 0.70,'
12 10 4.25. 0.82 3.23 0.83
54 i 52 3.31 1.33 2.79 0.84

4 4:1 !*-Y

3,117 1.30 3.61 0.85
3.65 0.96 3.48 0.66
44,aL 0.83 3.85 0.78
2:61-k- 1.14 3.14 -0.58
3.24 1.29 3.24 0.80
3.83 0.93 3.58 0.76
3.89 1.00 3.33 0.77
3.55 1.03 3.38 0.66'

3.95 1.03.) 3.55 0.85
2.71 1.27 3.10 0.63
3.16 1.18 i 2,98 0.66
4.07 0.89 3.71 0.67
3.20 1.32 2.74 0.85
2.98 1.31 3.22 0.83
3.71 1.00 3.06 0.62
4.27 0.80 3.90-0.77
3.55 0.96 3.16 a.69.
2.91. 1.32 2.78 0.99

19 3.89 0.94 3.67 0.78 1 5 4.37 0.67 3.54 0.76
62 2.89 1,15 4.02 0.79 i

61 2.95 1.25 3.70 0.91.
7 4.25 0.67 3.27 0.80 8 4.29 0.65 3.18 .0.86

53 1.24 1.23 3.08, 0.71 1 58 3.07 1.28 2.98 0.6,8'

634 23 4.08 3.35 0.78
64 64. 2.68 1.26 3.36 1:02
65' 1 5 4.33 0.68 3.11 0.87,
66 60 2.95 1.26 3.02 -0.74

57 3.12 1.33 2.92 0.71
451 3.60 1.08 2.92 Q.70
2 4.57 0.59 3.80 0.82

48 3.46 1.15 3.01 0.66
44 3.67 1.21 2.35 0.87

av
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Table A,11 (continued)

THE TWO INTERNAL
"''FACULTY" ""

IA Impo'rtant DorlayWall IM
RANK Mean 3.D., Mean 3.D, RANK

1 17 4.47
2 38 3.9,
1 5 % 4.61
4 4 4.63
5 20 ,11.40

6 1 4.75
7 28 4.19
8 I 30 4.19
9 i 6o 4 3.23

10 26 4,31
11

I
7 4.61

,,12 I 24 4.32
13 21 4.39
14 1 39 3.99
1,, 113 3.85
IP 10 4.56
1. 22 4.38
:0 56 3.38
lc, 18 4.45

51 3.63
1 14 4.52

19 4.40
23 3o 4.03
;4 k) 4.56

66 2.56
42 3.87

'7..' 4.03
29 23 4.36
29 51 3.06
3n 12 4.54

52 3.61
4.22
3.96

.1r)

31

32 I 27
33 1.41
3W1 4o'
35 48
36 8

37 I 11

38 1 2

39 1 58
40 1 49

41- 1 13

42 32
43 .29
44 )53
45 1 63
46 1 57
47 16
48 1 45
49 . 46
50
51

52
53
54

55 1 50
56 1 31

57 34
-58 55
59 .1 62
60'1 64
61 25_

62 33
63 1 35
64 1 59
65 1 54
66 F 47

0.69
1.06
O.72
0.68
0.87
0.61
0.94
0.96
1.33
0.91
0.71
0.82
0.76
1.07
1.06
0.83
0.70
1.19
0.76
1.16
0.7
0.72
1.16
0.69
1.37
1.18
0.92
0.87
1.39
0.77
1.34
0.84
0.90

3.97 1.00
3.74 1.03
4.57 0.79
4.55 0.73
4.68 0.64
3.29 1.26
3.70 1.22
4.53 0.69
4.10 0.91
4.19 0.82
,3.60' 1.17
2.79 1..24

3.219.

4.48 0.80
3.81 1.28.
3.76 1.18
3.84 0.98
4.65 0.60
4.62 ,0.67
2.60 1.23
4.49 0.65
3.68. 1.16
4.11 0.97
4.05 .1.09

3.52 1.16
3.03 1.31
2.69 1.41
4,32 0.80
4.06 1.19
4.04 1.00
3.28 1-.27

3.60 1.14
3.75 .1.16

3.78 0.87
3.24 0.97
3,54 1,02
4.10 0.88
3.80 1.09
4.11 0.85
3.03 0.88
2.87 1.02
2.68 0.87
3.11_ 42
3,45 0.92
3.53 0.95
3.34 0,.88

2.74 0.84
2.81 0.86
3.28 1.08
3.25 'V.93
3.65 1.08,
3.55 0.94
3.02 0.96
2.97 '0.96

3.51 0.90
2.16 0.94
3.39 0.87
2.80 0.95
2.85 1.05
4.06 0.76
3.69 1.01
3.05 0.96
2.92 1.02
2.79 0.94
3.09 0.86
3.44 0.81
2.89 0.88
2.90 Q.86
3.74 Lot
3.28 .1.02
4.05. 0.83
3.05 0.87
2.93 0.96
3.45 0.85
3.05 0.80
3.35 0.81
3.07 0.90,
2.69 0:77
2.73 0.77
3.22 ,1.03
2.72 0.93
2.81 0.80
2.98, 0.80
3.85 0.86
3.78 0.90
3466 1.12
3.36 0.94
2498 0.84
3.02 0.85
2.56 0.89
2,96 0.78
3.07 0.89
2.76 0.92
3.40 0.94
3.81, 1.02
3.20" 0.98
2.92 0.76
3:03 0.72
2.35 .0.92

17

40
'22

4

DROOPS
imADMIN/3TRATOR3**4
Important Done W011

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

4.47
4.06
4.41
440

2 4.77
30 4.24

1 4.87
.29 4.25
39. 4.06
60 3.35
27 4.3 :.0485' e3.31 0-.01

5 WIT 0.54. ,3152 0.87
32rT415:1082' 3.78 0.92
16 4.51- V.55 3.49 0.81
24 4.38 0.86 2.58 0.92
54 3.65 1.06 2.98 0.93.
49 3.84 1.09
45 3.90 1.00
15 4.51 0.83
26 4.34 0.66
41 4.02 0.89
11 4.57, 0.58
44 3.90 1.12
62 3.20 1.31
9 4.61 0,63

19 4.44 0.61
52 3.78 1.22
65 2.35 1.32
10 4.58 0.59
66 2.29 1,27
38 4.07 1.08
21 4.42 0.59'

57 3.50 1.35
34 4.13 0.77
25 4.37 0.69
23 4.39 0.81
63 3.15 1.33
14 4.53 0.57
58 3.46 1,31
19 '4.44 0.64
33 4.17 0.73
31 4.21 0.88
37 4.10
43 3.92
51 3.79
18 4.45
5- 4.70

61 3.33
42 3.97
12 '4.55

36 4.11
35. 4.12
28 4.27
64 3.01'

.47 3.86
4.54

0.52 .3196
1.07 3.94
0.72 3.24
0.56 3.62
0.55 4.32
0.93 3.88

0;79
0..97

0.93,

004
0.90

fusSTUDENTS***':
IM Important Dona Nial
RANK Mean S.D. Mann

23 4.22 0.81 3:59 0.89
2« 4.23 0:96, 2.30
39' 4.05 0..87 .2.99
14 4.27 0.87 3.20
46 1.82 143' 2".94 0.90
39 3.94 1#.02 3.69 1.15

0.34 4.51 0.64 5 4.49 0.74 3.93 0.92
0.80 3.14 0.89 ,I 37: 3.96 0.88 2.98 0.84
0.96 2.95 0.91 ,114/1 3,e4 4.93 2.92
1.35 2.78t.t4 001 ' _50 3.73 1.21 '3.03

13
50
5$
46

3

53 3.75
59 3.40
7 4.63

56 4.3.57
7- 4.63

3.80
3.60
3.90
4.75

4.42 3.24 1.0410 0.82
12 4.32 0.Y2' 3.28 0.90
43 3.87 1.10 3.63 0.99
18 4.23 0.92 3.19 0.98
20 4.23 0.93' 2.6r 0.99
47 3.78 1.06 2:99 0.82

2.70 0.96 I 33 4.07 1.04 2.37 0.98,

2.86 0.84 II 54 3.49 1.14' 2. 0 0.87
3.39 0.97 42 3.92 1.16 3. 0 1.04

3017 0.95 3 4.55 0.61 3.16r.1.11
4:19 0:84 I 32 4.07 0.98 3.80 0.98
3..69 0.81 I 4 4.50 0.71 2.98 1.11
3.28 0.96 I 57 3.24 1.25 3.04. 0.93 0
3.'27 , 1.04 60 3.20 1.36 3.23 1.03
3.22 0.90

l
27 4:17 8.92' '3.08 0.92

1.84 0.79 1 28 4.14
2.28 0.91 55 3.49, 1.28 2:64 0.98
2.96 1.04 , 64 2.91 1.21 2:90 0.75
3.43 0.79 1 65 ,2.88, 1.42 2,.35 1'.15

2.83 1.00,11 61 3.16 1.37' '2.85 1.12
3.21 0.96 II 51- 3.60.. 1.13 '8..98 0.87
3.72 .0.93 11 2 4.61-0.63 146
3.34 1.23 II 1 4.62
3.15 .0.76 11 19 4.23
3.71 g1.92 11 34 4.06
3.93 0.92 11 17 4.24
3.21 1.0T 1J'63 3.07
3.29 0.96 It 15 4.27
2.82, 0.90 I1 36 3.99
3.10 0.91 ' 25 4.22

0.61 :21
0.* 6

0 ..5 3.

0.9. 2.6
1 0 3.10
.82 3.02.

.1.15 2.93
0.94 2.56

1.21
0.92,
_0.95'
"1.12'

1.15,
0.07-

0.92'
1.11

3.63 0.81 i . 30 4.10 -0.92',3:07 1.'02

3.00 0.82 13 4.29 0.77 3.07. 0.91'

O.83 2.90 0.87 52 3.59 1.00 2.99. 0.84' .

1.11 3.04 0.78 I 38 3.95 0.93 3.08
1.25 4.02 0:94 1 49;; 1.09 3.26 0.87
0.77 3.'46 0.94 6' 4.49 0.67 3.47 0.99
0.51 4.24 0.76. 26 4 18 0.82 3.19 0.99
1.13 3.00 0.75 1 48 3.78 1.08 2.98 ,0.91'
1.08 3.18 0.96 1 1 58 3.22 1.23,42-.87 0.82
0.58, 3.65 0.73 1i. 24 4.22 0.78";3.42 1.04
0.87, 3.44 0.81 , 4.44, 0.68 3119 0.92
0.85 3.75! 0.81 11 4.33' 0.76- 3.28 0.96
0.88 3.35 0.94 4.5 3.83 0.97 3,104.0.45
1.28 2.73 0.73 11 66 ""2.83 .1.20' 2.77. -0.79
0.88 2.67 0.87 40 3.94) 1.04 2.58 -0;96:
0.68 3.30 ,0,92. ,t 29. 4$12 0.85 2.98 0.82
1.30'.3.46. 0.91,11 59 3.. '1.36-2.88 '1 00
1.14 3,26 0.77 I 41 3. 1.10, 2.94, 1).95.

1.42 3.24 0:87 ' 31 -4.10 i0_,B5 3.01 0.93'
0.46. 4.22 0.71 1 8 ,4".44' p473 '3.60 0.94
1.02 3.33 :0.8544 53 3154 1114 3.02 0.76

.1.43 2.24. 1.04 21 4:23'. Q.85 2.36 1.01
0.54 4.06' to.78, 1 16 4.25 3.31 .0.92
1.05 3.99 0.75 L1 62 3.11 :1:25 3.56 1.08
0.54 3.24 1.01 1 7 4.46 0.,65 J-3.01 1.01
1.-08 3.08 0.84 1 56 3.30° 1'125' '2.93 ,0.t4

=.-========

,..



Table A.9,

t Importan Level of Performance and Ra
10 UntVersityllissions by. Responden

kings fore
Group

AVERAGE OF THE' THREE
Mis- EXTERNAL GROUPS
sion IM I rtant :Done Well'j
# WOK Me n S.D. Mean S.D.

1 1 4.20 0.53 3.47 0.58
2 2 11.1.f: 0.64 -3.51 0.63.

3 3 4.06 0.56 3.21 0.52
4 4 4.Q4 0185 3.1 0.81
5 5 3. 0.58 3.19 0.49 ,

6 1 8 3.70, 0.81 3.03 0.52 1 )

7 1 6 .3.79.,0.63 3.06 0.52
8 r y 3.73 6.'45 2.92

9 1 10 3.13 0.8 3.06
10 1 9 3.26- 1.02 3.55

: .80ARD,,,OP REGENTS .

IM Important Tiohe,Well
RANK Mean S.D. /Mean S.D.

.MiS-1 ***VOTERS***
sion{ IM, Important Done
# RANK:Mean S.D. Mean

CC

1

2

3

5
6

7

8

9
10

1 4.17 0.53' 3.43
2 4.13 0.65 3.48
4 4.07 0.56 3119
3 4.07 0.84 3.14
6 3.82 0.58 3.11

7 3.75 0.80 3.02
5 3.87 0.60 3.05
' 3.73 0.73 2.95
10 f3.13 0.89 3.06
9 3.22 1.04 3.48

1 4.48 ,62/'4 12 0.53
2 4.36 0.53/ 3.70 4.53
3 4.28 0.66 3.55 0.43
4 4.23 . 0./r5 ,3.91 0.49
9 3:89 0:64 '13.52' 0.50
6 4.13 .90 3.27 0.60
7 4.12 , 660 .54 3.10 0.53,e

0.63 10 2.53 /1.00 2:97 0.60
0.51 1 (5 4.19/ 0.58 2.81' 0.63
0.50' 8 3.9y 0.97 114.23 0.65 I ,9 3.09. 1.09

THE THREE. EXTERNAL GROUPS
***LEGISLATORS***

Well IM important, ,Done Well IM

S.D. RANK Mean S.D. Mean S.D. RANK

r- -/

AVERAGE OF THE/W9
I4IRNAL.OROUPS

IM-- Lob tant" Done.lfell
RANK,Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1' 4,55. 0.39
2 .4.41 0.52
3 4.36 .0.47

5 .4,18 0.82
11 :4.34 0.49
6 3.94 0.73
7:'.3.78 0.65

10 2.95 Z:80,
8: 3.71 0.84

3.77 ,0.57
3.60 0.65
3.27 0.59'
3.49" 0:85
303'10.61
3.05 0.58
2.95 0.54
2.85 0.61
3.00 0.60
3.70 0.93

***ACADEMY***'
Importhnt Done Well

Mean S.D:' Mean S.D.

0.58 I 1 /4.09 0.58. 1.66 0.52 s. 1 4.37
0.64 41 3,84 0:70 3.74 0.46 1. 2 4.09 O.5
0.52 4.01 0.50 3.52 0.41 3 4.05 O.

0.80 3.74 1.01 3.66 0.68 4 4.00 0.84
0.49 6 3.65 0.71 3.29 0.49 5 ,1.87 0.55
0.53 / 7 *3.50 0.82 3.15 0.51: 8 3.55 0.80
0.53 t/ 8 3.48 0,70 3.23 0.43 7 3.56 0.64
0.644 3 3.86 0.79 2.80 0.71. I 6 3.72 0.80 '2..85

(0.53/110 3.26 0.94 3.22 0.53 10 3.14 .0.88 3.03

'0.82 1 9 3.35 0%91 3.99 0,60 9 3.44i 0.95 9.75

9 0.5.
0,61,

3.26 11..48

.38 0;79
0.47
0,44

.03 0.47
0.60
0.45
0.78 :

THE TWO. IiTERNAL GROUPS
***FACULTY*** .1)) , ***ADHINISTRAfORS***

sionj IM IMportant Done Well' I IM Important. Done Well

.# .1RANK Mean Mean /S. D.' 1RANK Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

0.54
0,59
0.55.
0 79
0.58
0.54
0..49

0.62:
0,5/
0.68'

1 A 1' 4.54
. 2 I .2. 4.41
3 1 /4 .4,35

41,-.1:-: 5 4.17
5' 1.7' 3 4.35
6 1) 6 3.94
7 I ,7 3.75
5/i 10, 2 :95,.

91 1 8 3.70
1,0 I 9 -2.91

0.39 3.1/-0.57
0.53 3.5 )0.66
0.47 3.?6 0.59
0.81 3.M6 0.86
0.48& 3100 0.60
0.72 3,01 0.58
0.66 A.94 0.55
0.90 /2.84 /0.61
0.84/ 2.98_',0.60
1.08 3.64 0.94

1 4.63 0.35
3 '4.37. 0.116

2 4.43 043
4 4.2a.
5 4.fr2

7' 3.88,

6 3.99 ..050
10 2.13, 0.86
8 .:3.84 0.82:

9. 3 79 9-a6,

-g

79

3.95
3.71
3.36
3.72
3.29
3.27
3.01
2,95
1.16
4.09



'then. the higher rank IS uSed. While some means may appear to be tied 4n the

table; the ranks reported were computed'on the means to 4 significant digits,

whereas the means reported in the table have been rounded off.

Discrepancy Percentages

\

The discrepancy between iMportant.tolt and being done well serves as a

measure oi.how 'satisfied the groups are wit the priority and level of

accomplishment for,,each activity. The text discusses items for which thete is

great discrepancy between the perceptions of importance and,accomplishment, and.

this section explains hoW the dfscrepancies were computed.

for each individual respondent, on each item, there were three possible

combinations of responses to the two questions, important to do and being done

well:

1.

k Thec,iMpOrtant to do'ating was the being done well rating

.

2. important to do rating was:the same as the being done well rating.

3. The important to do ratingwas lower than the being done well rating.

I

(

Table A.10 presents the perrsentage of respondents in each group whose

responses placed them into the categories above. The three columns under each

;group heading are in the same order, as the listing above. It is readily seen

that the three categories above can be diVided into two outcomes for four.

PPrPos.es. In numbers,1 and 3 above, the individual'perceives a discrepanty

-between the priority and the accomplishment of an activity; wherein number 4

the respdnde'nt's perceptions of the two measures are the same. The selection

of th 0 most °discrepant items for discussion in chapter 4 was made simply by

taking the 20 items with the lowest percentage of no discrepancy,

purpose, it, not important how the:discrepancies were

For th



Table A.10

Discrepancies Between,Importance and Performance
by Respondent group.

Item I=D EXTERNAL LID.
I/ RANK I =D DD I<D RANK

1 11 '42% 49% 9% 11 64% 36% 0% 9

.2 48 29 62 9 21 45 45 9 21

3 56 26 ,69 , 4 56 18 64 18 45

4 50 28 68 44- 20 '45 45 "9 48

5 9 . ;, 54 3 9 64 18 .18 , 1

6 2 f, ,'511 344 12 8 64 , 18 18 6

7 12 i '',42 57 1 1 82 9 , 9 5

'8 40 i '31 62 . 6 58 18 82 0 47:
9 24 I ;36 56 8 32 36 55 '9 54

1 1.0 59 25 66 9 55 ' 20. 40 40 .37
11 , 65 ', 19 71 9 50, 27 64 9 58

.12 55' i `. : 26 69 Li 25 45 55 0 56

13 4 i7 50' 344 16 i 10 64 27 9 10

14 43 I. 30 66 4.f 36 36 64 . 0 39

15 61 F 23 70 6 i 1 66 9 91 0 64

16 47 ', 30 59 11, i f 18 50 30 20 20
. 17 58, f, 26 59 15 i f 44 30 60 10 62

18 21 37 38 '25 11 63 9 73 18 51

, 19 30 .i 34. 53 13. f 35 36 '64 0 53
20. 32 34 63 3 i 39 36 64 0 i 38

2.1. 1 ;, .59 27 14 15 55. 27 18 2

22 34 .'. 34 64 2 f 51 27 64 9 i 27'
2 23 22 .37 24 '38 1 59 18 82 .0 i 30

24- 35 33 42 24 i 12 60 20 20 11 24

25 11. 51 '. 28 .62 10 1 37 36 64 0 11 65
. 26 11 6. . 47 48 6 i 52 27 73 0 11 18

27 H' 63, . . 22 60 17 1 f 43 30 60 10 11 66

28 H 29' 20 46 ff 54 20 30 50 H 31
29 1.1 49 29 68 3 Ii 16 55 45 0 :I 57
.30-11 20 i 37 35 28 I f 17 50 20 30 H 17

,:. 31 H 28.1 35 45 19 14 65 9 91. 0 H 44
32 11 45 , 30 62 8 1 : 26 45 55 0 11 25

33 H 53 27 15. . 58 H 28 44 .11 - Li I 1 IL

34 H 39 I 31 55- 14 11 31 36 55 9 i 41

. 35 11 ,10, i 112 46 12 11 24 45 55. 0 i 15

36 H 17. i. 39 55 7 1 6 73 27 0 f, 7
37 11'.57 i 26 64 9 1 42 30 20 50 f 32

38 11_46 30 66 5 1 23 45 45 9 163
39 11,64-1 21 58 21 1 62 9 64 27 '61
110 1.52 27.. 67 7 11 30 f 36 .r..45 18 f f 52

' 41 1: ' 3 50 110 .10 11. 5 i. 73 _18 9

112 14 25 , ' (36. 58 6 11 45 30 60 10

113 1-.23 -4 36 57 7 11 57 ..18.: 73 9

.44 :101. 34 50. 16 10 22 45 k 45 9

45 K:16 39 43 18 r:- 2 80

46 III. .8*- 43 53 4 II 7 67 3

47 IL 5 ,.,47 49 4 11 4 1 73. 18.

48 11 27. '35 43 22 II 47 27 45

.49 It-26 36 31 33 11:64 9 91

-50, It- 13 40 ,54., 6 II 38 .36 64.

51 t Z60 25 70 5 I: 60: 11- "89

. 52% 15 .1 39 49 11 'I 48 27 55
53 : 33 34 56- 10: -27 45. 55

54 f '19 ...38 28. 34 f 49 I .27. 55 18

55 1.37 32 45 23 '61 I 10 90 '0

56 42 1 431 65 5 11 19 I .45. 45 ,f9

57 62 f 23 42 35 i i 41 f 3-3 33.° 33
.15,8 41 i .31 44 25 1 f 46- .f 30 70 / 0

59 44 1 30 60 9 II 34.i 36 55 .9

60 14 40 '58 ,.2 I 3 f '18 ..,e9
61 36 f 33 53- 14 53 - 22 67 11

62 66 f 16 :7.7 7 f 13 i 56.. 0 44-

63 18 -1 38 58 3 f 33 ' 36 55 9

64 7 I 44 14 43 f 14 I 55 9 36,

65 i1 54 i 27 72 2 i 1 .29f1 41) 60 0
66 I

T 38 f 32 34 34 i f 40 I 36 64 0

= = -.
NOTE:'* = ItemS changed in. the student surv.e* i

' .-m : Item. modified in the student survey.
I=D = Pereent.pereeiving Important equttl to Doe Well. 1

I>D .=7Proent'.perceiving. Important greater th n Done Well.
P4,-1 Percent perceiving Important less than one Well.

1I-JD RANK = Rank of percents in I=D column. Ra0k 1. is largest percent:

81 ., 99'

REGENTS
I=D I >D III

ImD
RANK

8.
34

35 4

23 3

20 16 40
0 II 36 32

9 II ::'./53;

27 II 12
0 II 42

gII 46
lj 50

18 I: 26-

1'14
28
55
59
40

33
11'

29
60
19
13

49
43

INTERNAL I =D STUDENTS
Y=D I>D I<D RANK. InD I>D I<D

46% 49%. 5% 27 37% 53% 11%

39 52 8 66* ti12 '83 6

28 67 5 50 28 68 5

28 68 4 51 28 68 4

58 40 2 33* 35 58. 7

51 42 8 2 , 54 31 ° 15
52 117 -. 2 3m 52 45 3

28 67 5 29* 36 60 4

26 69 .5 28 37. 58, 5
31 46 23 39 33 53 14

24 72. 5 52- 27 70
24 744 2 , 46 29 68 3

44 50 6 4 51 35 '14
31 67 2 36* 34 63 3

19 74 7 63 20 76 4

39 48 13 35 35 57 8

22 70 9 65 *1 18 76 6

27 62 11 19 i 141 46 13
2.6 69 5 I. 7 i 46 38 17..r

31 67 2 i 47 *f 29 70 2

54 18 29 -i 1 i 56 33' .11.
38. 60 2 1. 57 *i 24 73 2

35 47 18 f ;18 41* '36 23 ,
38 29' 33 i 15 42 31 27
17 81, 2 43 31 64 5
40 57. 3 f 17 . 42 54 5
16 76 8 45 30 ' 55
34 28 38 .6 47 30 23
24 .75 2 32* 36 , 41 23
110 23 37 16 i 42 38 20.
29 56 15 I 13 i 112 46 12

38 59 3 155 i 25 74 '2
52 .32 15 i 44 *.1 30 67 2
30 65 Li i 6 0 22 74
41, "52 7 f 12 i 42 51 6

50. 46 4 i 58* 24 71. -5
34 32 344 23 110 31 29 .

20 78 2 54 '' 25 '72 3
23 58 20 61 22 68% 10,.
27 70 3 62* 2 . 75. 4

50 44' 6 31- 36 61 4

4 61 5 49 28 70 . 2.

58' 8 ,9, 44 46 8
43_ 18 -38* 1 , 34 61 6

52 8 i 20 i 41 447 12
67. 1 f '26' .. 37 . '62
116. 2 34* 35 60 5

35 22 i .30 ti 36 56 6
52 '19 f -14 f 112 39 19
70 1.f 8* 114fl 52 4

67 6 .53 . 251 73 2
58.- .5 I 110 1 32 .65 3 ."
48 13 22 4 40 52
30 29 5 119 29 22.
48 15 59,* 23 69 9.
71. 5 '48 28 69.
60 16 37 34 42 .24
57 12 42 32 61 ° _7

58 7 41 32 64- 4

56 1, 11 43 56 2

50 14 24 38 51' 12
66 10 64 20 78- 3

59 .2 25 38 60' '2.
9 49 10. 44 22 35

70_ 2 56 25 74 .1

56. 15 21 40 41 19

.

.43

29
1., 28
11 27

38
39
41

37
25
24
31
34

43
36
24

39
41

28
29



these were the 20 items for which the respondents felt' the most need for

change gfther ln. priority or accomplishment.

T4\,rankS' beside each item arse for the no discrepancy column, Rank 1. is

assigned 'to-.the item with theo:hi6hest proportion. of respondents, in this.

1

,'category : and rank 66 to that item with the lowest proportion of respondents

perCeiving no discrepancy This latter item is the most discrepant for this

group.

:4

be

0.
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This study .111'boing done to find out how'Arizonans fool about Alio
priorities of our three state universities. The statements in this

'booklet represent a wide range bf possible activities universities can

Introduction do; not all of those activities are ntiy being done at Arizona's
universities., Please answer al f the questions.as well as you can, If
you:wish tocomment on any questions Or to explain an answer,
please feel free to use thespacwat the back of this bodliclet,

r

DIRECTIONS
Please answer each, of the statements In this universities to do:

booklet as shown in the following *examples. , 2. Is till)) Oeing done well? Noire you show how ;
Each statement asks you to answer two questions:, much you"egroo that the activity IS-now bcingrdq
1. Is this Important to do? Him you show hoW much well at our *upiversitle&;

y9u agree that the activity is important for our Please ' ead th*L,following examples carefully.

Example

e

f

Cross through one number after Important to do
and one after being done ..well.

Universities should...

1. Publisyfooks of interest to Arizona or theest.
Important To Do

Being Done Well

This first example shows that the person answering books isImpeirtant to do, and, ale' stron
strongly agrees:Wei, for our universities, pubirdhing that this is /now being done well.,

i

gxample 2

ly agreei

e.:

.

2. Provide specipal tutoring and advising .for
students having. difficulty with .their academic, , .

programs. ..

%

.(/

Important To Do
. '

*sr

.
,

074.1'all.
, 4

IC"

4

.
Being Done Well

.tho

(...',..,
,

4.1
4'. th.V

, .,,* ',1

.

This second xamPle' shows' that the perdon, .disagreesthat this is now\ elng d
s.

this'
ir.,, .,

. , .

. o,

answering agr s Atiset providing, these services '0 universities,
stadenti is portant' to. do, but th.dt the person

19821 Richard. C. Rlithardson, Jr.,
Laurel H. Kimball and W. Shepard Wolf, :Jr

_44

ell' at our



)
, ''''*`1

dross through ono'numbor after, Important to dO
and ono after being done well. 4c

Univ9rsitios should... 4ip
.

.

s

, ,
. ,

. ,

.

Olsairee

r y ....,

V

' Agree

1 71

- ,

'Wff, ,

P

. .
1. Sponsor films, speaker's, exhibitions and'

musical and dramatic productions for atudents
and thp community.

.

.

.

.r.itjr #

Important To Do
.-.

O.
u

fit

. ,

.
Beipg Done Well lik.,

q.

q t.

2. Provide health care to the general public, on a
fee-for-service basis to train medical and o ther.
health science students.

1 e
N .

ti

Important To Do

-

44

d,
,r k

`t;#'

@L ia au

Being Done Well
1(

,.
,,

1A,P1 -

i 0

...;

.
3. Provide incentives hd training to assipt

students in developi g and practicrng leadership
skills. VY

. .

.

,

.

.

.

1.
'>-. Important To Do -

'
r,

,At

r,

1

fP

,Being Done Well ' 0
St

L

,I,' i

.

4. Cdnduct reseatch under contracts funded by
buSiness, industry, foundations and government
agencies to assist the training of graduate students
and to keep faculty-up-to-date.

s
, .

..!

t .

Important To Do .

.,.-

Being Done Well ,

.4.,,t..-
, u

..

". 5. Offer selected degree programs in fields such
as mqdicine and law. ,

0 A

.

Do .Important To

.

0
..

:

114

,

Befng Done Well

.Ja
(

.
.

6. 'Operate non-profit public ,television and radio
stations as a community and educational service.

t .

,
.

._

.

. important To Do

1

.
..

Being Done Well
,

1

.,
04

,?
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,,,-- .cioss thr4gt one number afteilmportant to do,
, and one af

*.*11...4. r
3,''ter being done well

liniersitios should,., '(0'6,

- IIr.. . .. .L----. .,I- t__

s
,

trona i r sr.,'

.,' .
Agree

r
%

*Antra 4 .
,

, .s, ., . Disagree , , ,, 4,'
.

gt(011(11Y Olsontle -i.

l '

" Important TO OD

1"..7"ve1
.

7, Oiler soloctod undorgradurito dogroo .

program!) in business, engineering, education:.
architecture, social work ursIng, public
administration, agricult and forestry..

.

,,f

,,,i'
.

.

'Being Done Well
( .

-
'

-

8. Anduth projects to apply the findings of
research to everydtay life..

.
._

.

-. .

ImpOrlant To Do

,

....

Beim Opne Well

,-.

., .-

9. Publish for sales cholarly books, pamphlets
a reports to share the results of faculty and *.

t ent research.

.
.

.

.

-
1-

Impala/WM Ob

--,-, ,f

,
3 >O'"""``

t
) "

Being Done Well

. .

.

.

k

11). Eatn a profit by leasing university facilities
such as football stadiums, activity centers, ,

meeting rooms and exhibition space to private
corpofations.

4,_.,.

, .

.

-

Important To Do
,

t

,

2

,

.
,

S 4 ; ti x

.

Being Done Well

, .

. .

11. Provide counseling and related services to
assist students in coping with problems such as
depression, stress and alcohol and drug dbuse.

0

.

Important To Do 0

Beln Done Well
4

.4, .

_

.

12. Conduct research to contribute to the future
growth add welfare of the state and nation.

P

, , ,

I

IMP,ortant To Do
.,-

z..,

v. ., ,...

, 3

Being Done Well

2

,

0 ...L
--1_
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, roiiiiAgr....
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. y
Agree "

Cross thLough one number after Import !lit to do
and ono after Offing done well ,.. ,

)1

. eutral
. ,

(universities should...
, .

Disagree

'.,
, afrongiy. 01011p11: '--1 , ..

- .

13'. Accept IniernatIonal students who meet
university admission standards,

\ .
\ .
' \

4 ,

..
Important To Do

(

N
Being Done Well

..

, 1),

.

,

14. Provide technical Ssistance to the general
Pubitc.ip areas such as agriculture, forestry,
resource and energy conservation and community
development to assist citizens in applying
research findings.to everyd y life.

\ .

. ..
iv

.

Important To Do
.

1:'

,

i

(
Being Done Well

: aK
-,.

. ,

15. Include information about e use,of
computers in all undergraduate egree programs.

... , .
.

, \
\%, ,

. \ .

.

v
ImportantTo Dot

Lnn 0

O
.

O --

v

/
Being Done Well

,

t

. . ,. \
16. Let non - profit organizations use university
facilities such as foot all stadiums, activity centers
and exhibition space if they.pay all costs:\

',

. . ..

.

.
,

Important To Do

.

Balm) Done Well

.

11. Provide selected programs and services at
reduced tuition rates for senior citizens.

.

. .

. i,

.Im portant To Do 13 2 3
.

Being Done Well
.

.

18. Conduct research and provide technical 11'

assistance to meet the special' needs of Arizona's
ethnic and racial minorities.

.

. =1.
- n.In! g . it TO, MP

,

-

.

1

.

Being Done Well =

5



Criosi through ono number alto). Important to do
and ono of for being dope ,well. .

. ,. .
Universities should._

. . ..

1

Miura%

iron.' Dissiorio 5

09iir

greeA

1

Ir:-.
.

i, .

,,

.

1
19, Roquire all undergraduate degreo programs to
include liberal education courses such 140

humanities.' fino arts, social and bohavloral
scioncos, physical scioncos and mathematics,

Important To 00

,

Being Done Well

,

-.
.

,
20, Provido information to kooO tho public
it formod of oducational, social and othor sorvicos
offorod by tho univorsities or othor agencies.

S.
0 '

Important To Do

, , 0-,i

Being Done-Well

,

0
.4

L..

21, Sponsor competitive intorcollogiato attilotic
. , programs for men and women.

. .

,-

0
.

Important To Do
,

.

4

41,

Being Done Well

* ,

;. ,
41#*.*ZII.--,

22. Sponsor research In health science to Improve
standards of medical care and to train health
professionals. .

. 1

1

Important To Do 0
..., I

Being Done Well

23. Actively recruit and offer financial aid to ethnic
and racial minorities. r-

.

. ,

Important To Do 1,

Being Done Well

- .i.

f

24. Provide university library services free to the
general public..

,

Important' To Do $

J

ki

...
A

Being Done Well 0
7

.
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.

Croon throu0h ono number niter Important to do
and one after being done welt.

i
Unhiorilitios should

,_

.
- Disagree

80

Agree

-, 4,

,...

.,7

,

25, Activoly recruit and offer financial aid to
studonto with academic and artistic ti119titn,

(

..-.
. ','

,te

,
.

Important To Do

,

Doing Donn Well

dt I
V-1,

r-,-..--

26 Encourage advancement in the creative arts
by sponsoring arts events, exhibitions and
performances. I

. ,

Important To Do

- .

a f

r

Being Done Well
ti

A

.

27, Award degrees' only to students who pass a
standard university test in writing skiliti.

.c.i..

a .
.

.
,

.

Important To Do,
7 .

,

.1

.

.)

Being Done Well
..,

.

.., ,

28. Provide limited use of university resources
such as secretarial help, computer time and copy
services to faculty who serve as paid consultants to
business and industry, government and communiW
agencies.

..

Important To Do

-,,,,=:

.

Being Done Well

.

,

G , .,

t,

.

29. Do research In areas such as energy,
agriculture, electronics, government, economict,_
health and education to expand existing knowledge's
and to help solve Immediate problems.

.

Important To Do .

,l'i

.

.

.

,

,,

Being Done Well
, a?

c .

. 30. Contract with private corporations to provide
on-campus services currently run by universities
such as bookstores, copying and food services.
-

Important To Do

A

,

F

1,

,-;

Being Done Well ...

. :.

Gr
v 4

7
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Volta through one number otter Wooden, to do
and one after Being done well.

, YniVOrtililt10 should.. \.

ti
4 '

li

I

...

Disagree

8tmily0lOre

i

Agree'
,..7t';',7n

1

_.
31. Make spacial oftorta to recruit end retain
qualified women faculty, Important To Do

Being Uone Will
:.-.

.

32, Provide career and 'job placement services to
current and former university students.

1

Important To Do

-I-

Being Done Well

..... ,

ilk
\

33, Permit state employees and their dependents
to attend Arizona universities at reduced tuition
rates, . .

.

Important To Do t 2

, I t

II

3 .

e` t

.

Being Done W
. ,

,

..

34. Conduct research and provide technical
assistance In areas such as juvenile delinquency,
health care, child welfare and unemployment.

6.

,

Important To Do

- , 1
.

Being Done Well ..
, .

...
35, Sponsor recreatiqnal athletic programs for all
students.

.

_. _

Important To Do

.

Being Done Well

,

-

.
,,

,....

36. Operate a teaching hospital to advance
knowledgeand to help train medical and other
health science students.

. .

Important Do 2
,,.,

.

!

,.a.'
.,..

I
Being Done Well

,k-3



( Strongly,
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Agree
Cross throUgh one number after important to do 71',
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and one after being done well I.:. ,
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1
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4 .'

Un. ive-sitiee shOuld Oisrel .g
'

, .1:10 3.

5

.. i
''4

.. 'r

37. Requife student§ who are not residents of
Arizona to pay the idfrcosts of their education.

7E4
---.-,--z,,

.

Impodant To Do

(' i

, _
.

'lyi
. ,

'

7.4

.

.
.

Being Done Well
.;1;r z

..

..,-c

38. Sponsdr research toattract and keep well
s,qualified faculty and students. . Important Tojo.

.. ,-

. -

Being Done Well
..

,.i,

.

1

,,,.

39. Offer remedial instruction in reading, writinb
and mathematics.to university students who need
help with these skills.

. Important To PO

$-:'

1!)

r,,

,
,

It

5,
' -.. t

Being Done Well '

b,:11;,,

:, 0
,,,- t.4tv .

40. -Provide conferences, short courses and work-
.

shops for:doctors, lawyers, -public administrators ,
and similar groups to keep their skills up-to-date.

k

Important To Do . , -V

1,t, mfr P. 41,

Being bone Well L1 O
1

P.

41. Sponsor student government, student
publications and 'ther activities related to student
development outside of class.

Important To Do 0 ', 7

..

f try

Being Done Well

'

1 5Y
i ,,; ,

:74;

.....
42. ;,., eort the educational program with
rese:'-`1 laboratories like"those used in business

, 1

and industry.

r .

Important To Do ,L.,,!

:.<%

,, 3,

,,4

7 '

. Being Done Well t t rh 5
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Cross through one number after Important to do
andone after being done well: ' II ..
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Univbrsities 'should..
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---2,2:1- -3=

4,,,- 3. tli
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,s3iii...4a .1

4,' 0
Disagree , - -,

I

1

- 43. Offer sdlected courses by teleCommunication,
radi or correspondence.

\

Import3nt To Do

IA
t

,
IA

3- 0-

Being Done Well 2, 3 , .

i

44. Cooperate with state and local governthent,
charnbers of commerce and-other non-profit
groups in attracting business, industrial and
residential development.

Important To Do

31

- A

,-

'

Being Done Well

ii

Ak,
korm* i

i
5

---... &
45. Provide tenure (reasonable assurance of
continuing employment) to faculty who maintain .

professional standards approved by the Board of
Regents. ,

-

Important To Do

,ft-,... -.;,-,.1

4.

4 ,-,, ,

it >krrtFP.-''
e

i
K %, .

,....,

Being Done Well `,

41'
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46. Support research with libraries like those at
other universities having similar programs. Important To Do

'i

ssy

, e-iA . $.,

5 0 O r
., ,...

,Being Done Well
.,

, - -

0-
fxx5

yppy,,

9

\

,
47. Offer selected undergraduate degree
programs.in the humanities, fine arts, social and
behavioral sciences, physical sciences and
mathematics.

Important,To Do

i
*

yrx

ii 4-'

.
O4 ter,

Being Done ell
, ,

o
1

.

48. Offer non-credit courses and workshops for
the general public in areas such as health,
recreation-and hobbies.

,

.

/
/

Importrit To Do
-

/
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,,,,<-4 .,..,
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Being Done Well
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Cross through one nuMber after im °Mint to do
and one after being done well.

Universities should...
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Agree
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tutta ..
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49. Make special efforts to recruit and retain
qualified minority faculty.
.

..

.
.

t

-

- ',
1 .,

Important To Do 0
VI` -

0
. 1-

0
,,:.7

\

Being Done Well 0
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,-,
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,
50% Do research in the huhlanities, social and
behavioral sciences, physical sciences arid
mathematics to expand existing knowledge and4o
help Solve immediate problems:.

1,

Initiortant To Do
, 0

s 0

e,,,

,t 5

Being Done Well4

r

'
.4- .

N,

51. Provide special assistance such as Braille
texts, tutoring services, or sign language to

.
physically handicabPed students.
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-

.

.
,

.ek':

- -

Important To Do ,, -
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v-
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e- .

-
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Being Done Well -;1.
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52. Provide students immediate me ical care and
continuing education on health-rel ted problems.

.k, 4t"

Important To Do
,

.1,,I.

r-

, 4*41401
, 7

V"' a

.

-7, , ,,.
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N,,,,53. Offer selected courses and degree programs at
off-campus locations or branch campuses.
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r,
Important To Do
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1, r.I

V

g

,;,1

Being Done Well '
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i
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54. Include information about the achievements
and needs of Arizona's ethnic and racial nlinoritieS
as part of all undergraduate degree programs.
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important To Do
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Being Done Well 4 0
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Cross through one number, after Important to do
and one after being done welt.

Universities should..>.

55. Offer selected cautsees to groups of employees
..- .

at their workplace.

. .
. ,,,., I*

., .

Important To Do a P..
F.,

...

Being Dond,Well 0
,

56. Make special efforts' to recruit and retain , :..,

recognized scholars-and researchers f university
faculties.

IMportant To Do
.

,,,,

,.4

t.,,A-c,.- ,

Being Done Well

..

O
57. Limit enrollment to students who graduated in
the upper half of their high school class or who
have above average scores on standardized

_

aptitude tests. .

, - ,

Important To Do gliP

O. ..

.1

_I

.;

%IP
,..

Being Done Well
,

4 rf
:,.

58. Provide counseling and related service
help, students avoid or cope with unwanted 3.--
pregnancies.

.
_Important To Do 0 3r . 4

Being Done Well

59. Qffer courses and workshops in areas such as
study skills and academic survival skills.

-

Important To Do

.:

Being Done Well t 0 I

a 4

60. Offerselected master's and doctoral 000,01444, .

,.
programs in business,-engineering, education,.. ,

'-

architecture, social work, public administration,
agriculture and forestry. ,
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61: &nit to regular university courses high
scho I,tudents who are recommended by their
princ pals. , -

,

1 - -

Important to Do

.

-Ab.

, i
. .,-....-

;,2,,,

.. .

. .
Being Done Well

..

c

.

... ,,-.

"1.

62. plelop programs in VEkterindni medicine,
dentist y, optometry, and oter prdfessional areas
not cu rently available at any Arizona university.

.

Important To Do

-,

'

1

0 f'
.

4 ,i,

it
4

Being Done Well ao

Prr
.,,

4 . .

. . .

63. °fief' sefected:mapter's anti doctoral. degree
programs in the humanities, fine arts, socia d
behavioral sciences, physical sciences and:-
niathematics.
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Important To Do
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O
*Y.
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'Being Done Well.
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A
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64. Actively recruit and offer financial aid to
students with athletic talents. ,

' i 1
.

.

Important To. Do ;
..

.4

_,

k
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213Y

A ,

..

Being Done Welt.

Pains r
,71

4

....

65.. Provide academic advisement to assist
students in achieving educational goals. Important To`00'

, ,,, , *

4,,... .

Dein/ Done Well = ;I ri ,

A A.
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66.
ethnic
them
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Provide special tutoring and advisement to
and racial minority students to help

get through their educational programs.
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st.°
Now, we have some questions to get information about yourbackground.,We know
that people of different backgrounds differ in their opinions:-Young people are °

different' than old, men and women answer differently and people with different

a'mounts of education aldo !rye di rent opinions. You can help us ."understand

these differences by answering the f owing questions about yourself. Thank You.

. -

Please cross through the number which is beside your answerto each question.
o

67. What is your sex?

O Female

0 Male

68. What is your..age?
,,t

years.

69. What is 4/our marital status?

Single,'never married

Married

Separated

()Divorced

e.Widowed

70. that is .the hi
you have com

1?.RaN

het level.ot forrhal schooling
leted?

-(CrosssINugh one only.)

Grade sch\Ool (1st. thruettp;grifjps)

® Some high school

0:High schoorgraduata

Some colle4lbe

® Communityecollege degree (associate) .

® 4-yeae college or university-degree (bachelor's)

0 Post-graduate course" work

Graduate degree (Master's, doctor's)

agther (What?)



°10.4.,

rl. If you checked that you;have a univerelt
iegtee,'Which University is it from?ya

0 No, do` not have a 'university degree.

Yes, my degree is from:

4_0 Arizona States Unlvarsity

0 Northern Arizona University

0 University of Arizona,

Oftier.(Vithich?)

hat is your racial brethnic background?

Black

Hispanic. ,'

AmeriCan Indian

ASIan/Oriental

Whqe; not HispaniC

Oth#r (Wfiat9)

".4

2. Has on of your;c1.ote relaties (e.g., other,
;isteri,p re ts, children, spOuse)'oth r then
four Ceventtended an Ariiona unrversity?

-,0Yes , Qe

.10

No

3. Do you have' ny children?

77. What.waS the total income from-all sourtes,
before Vices, in 1981.tor all persons living in
your h

,

Yes. 'bin many?

@ No
. ,

If You do have children, how- d are they, now?
'Crois through each number that applies.)

r .

Cio not have any children

than $10,000

t est thans,$29,00V
' 4.

$20,000 to. less than $3p,060.

$30,0p0 toiess than $46,000
.

$40e to less than'$50,000 .
$50,000 to less than -$60,000\

Over $60,000i

rn to less than 14 years'

14 th1 8 years/
Over gT4,3 thru 22 years

Over 22'' rs

F5. 13olilically, ppw.do you think of yourself?

Conserv.atice. r
0 Somewhat cbnservative

Middle-ole-road

Somewhat, liberal

°iberal
0



00 you have any other opinions "about Arizona's
niversitiee that you wouldslike ehare yv,ith ur If so,

'lour 4torptile u
is pleaSe us this space foi-any. comments ybu *

like to. Make. Thank. You c

.o ` :4 ,

:,-?:S.

'Mail Control Number
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Col eges: Technical Report. May, 1982. $5 ED217925

. A. C., ardson, Jr. and-L, C. Attinasi, Jr. Persistente of Undergraduate

Students at Arizona State University: A Research Report. September,
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o 7
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